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1.1 (a) Mitral valve is composed of the anterior and posterior leaflets,
the chordae tendineae, the papillary muscles. The mitral valve
opens during diastole to allow the blood flow from the left atrium
to the left ventricle. During ventricular systole, the mitral valve
closes and prevents backflow of the left atrium. Kanjanauthai; (b)
Clinic anatomy of mitral valve including fibrosus annulus, mitral
valve leaflets, posterior papillary muscle, anterior papillary muscle
Berdajs and Turina [2011] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
3.1 (Left) The 4-node element is spanned by four fibre segments;
(Right) the bending stiffness for a 3-node beam is computed from
a pair of adjacent fibre segments located within and across the
element boundaries in each direction Luo et al. [2012] . . . . . . . 32
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Cardiovascular diseases are the leading cause of mortality in industrialized na-
tions, including the United Kingdom and the United States. In 2007, cardiovas-
cular disease accounted for 34% of deaths in the UK, totalling just over 193,000
people. When the functioning of a cardiac valve is sufficiently impaired, valve
repair or replacement is required. Approximately 39,000 patients have cardiac
surgery in the UK annually, among which heart valve operations are the second
most common, behind only coronary bypass procedures. An improved under-
standing of human mitral valve biomechanics is urgent and important for the op-
timization of medical therapies and surgical procedures aimed at restoring normal
mitral valve functioning in patients with valvular heart diseases.
1.1 Mitral Valve
The human mitral valve (MV) is a complex apparatus consisting of four com-
ponents: a large antero-medial leaflet and a smaller postero-lateral leaflet, each
1
1.Introduction
connected via multiple fibrous chordae tendineae to papillary muscles that are
finger-like projections embedded into the underlying left ventricular myocardium,
see Fig.1.1(a),(b).
The circumference of the heart valve attachment to the heart is referred to as the
annulus, which is a saddle-shaped fibrous ring that seamlessly transitions into the
two leaflets. The anterior leaflet is the biggest and taller leaflet that sits adjacent
to the aorta, however, it’s annulus length is smaller. It tucks under the posterior
leaflet during closure pushing the posterior leaflet towards the outside of the valve
Kunzelman et al. [1993]. The posterior leaflet is wider at the annulus but shorter
in length. The chordae tendineae is a complex web of collagen chords that attach
all over the leaflets of the mitral valve and tether to papillary muscles, which
are believed to lengthen during iso-volumetric contraction and shorten during
ejection as well as during iso-volumetric relaxation. The alignment of chordae
tendineae and papillary muscles prevent the prolapse of the mitral valve leaflets
at systole, and additionally assist in maintaining the geometry and functioning
of the left ventricle. The mitral valve opens to allow blood to fill the left ventricle
during diastole and early systole, and mitral valve closure regulates and prevents
systolic regurgitation of blood from the left ventricle into the left atrium. This
function requires the coordinated action of these interrelated components, and
alterations in the structure or function of the leaflets, chordae, or papillary mus-
cles may impede left ventricular filling, induce mitral regurgitation, and alter left
ventricular function which may lead to eccentric ventricular hypertrophy, pul-
monary oedema and, in instances of acute onset, the heart attack. Berdajs and





Figure 1.1: (a) Mitral valve is composed of the anterior and posterior leaflets, the
chordae tendineae, the papillary muscles. The mitral valve opens during diastole
to allow the blood flow from the left atrium to the left ventricle. During ven-
tricular systole, the mitral valve closes and prevents backflow of the left atrium.
Kanjanauthai; (b) Clinic anatomy of mitral valve including fibrosus annulus, mi-





Pathological alterations affecting any component of the mitral valve apparatus
can lead to altered valve function. For example, the remodelling that occurs after
a posterolateral myocardial infarction can alter mitral valve function by creat-
ing conformational abnormalities in the mitral annulus and in the posteromedial
papillary muscle, leading to mitral regurgitation and ultimately requiring valve
repair or replacement Einstein et al. [2010]. Left ventricular dilation lead to mi-
tral annulus enlargement and incomplete mitral leaflet apposition, though the
valve leaflets remain normal in structure and function Wang et al. [2012].
When the normal functioning of a cardiac valve is impaired, surgical repair or
replacement is required. There are two basic types of valves that can be used
for valve replacement: mechanical or bioprosthetic valves. Mechanical valves are
quite durable, but they can induce thrombosis, and their use therefore necessitates
sustained anticoagulation therapy(blood thinners), e.g. warfarin, which requires
monthly blood tests to monitor. Bioprostheses, in contrast, are less prone to
thrombogenesis but generally fail 10 to 15 years post-implantation because of
structural degradation. An ideal valve replacement would produce a minimum
pressure drop, yield a small regurgitant volume, minimize turbulence, induce
low shear stresses, and avoid stagnation and flow separation Yoganathan et al.
[2005]. More than 50 types of prosthetic valves have been developed since 1950
Vongpatanasin et al. [1996]. Yet, six decades later, we still use devices that are
less than satisfactory. The complex physiology and three-dimensional anatomy
of the mitral valve and its surrounding structure present substantial challenges
when performing these surgical procedures. Studies showed that the changes in
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anterior mitral leaflet geometry could perturb the stress patterns, which in theory
may affect repair device durability Bothe et al. [2010a,b]; Wang et al. [2012]. In
order to better diagnose, treatment, successfully replace or repair the mitral leaflet
and develop effective prosthetic devices, it is important to understand the valve
physiology and patho-physiology.
Although there have been numerous studies on heart valves, the mitral valve
has been less extensively studied in comparison to the aortic valve, presumably
because of the complex structure, its stronger interaction with blood flow and
non-stop ventricular motion. Comprehensive assessment of mitral valve physiol-
ogy and patho-physiology requires detailed modelling of patient anatomy, tissue
properties and dynamics, and for such assessments to be clinically useful, they
must be based on non-invasive imaging data. Echo-cardiography has been histor-
ically preferred in the literature for cardiac diagnostic applications Gabriel et al.
[2005] because it offers good temporal resolution, is safe, and is relatively inex-
pensive. However, it is not an ideal tool for quantification of cardiac function
due to its dependency on acoustic windows and operator skill. Nuclear cardi-
ology is said to provide an accurate assessment of left ventricle function with
good reproducibility using gated perfusion single-photon emission computed to-
mography, but the exposure to ionising radiation is unsuitable when repeated
measurements are required Alfakih et al. [2004]. By contrast, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), which now is rapidly gaining acceptance as an accurate
and highly reproducible method, provides much higher image quality, primarily
because of the higher spatial resolution offered by MRI and its lack of speckle tex-
ture, and simplifies the determination of subject- and patient-specific anatomy.
Nowadays, the diagnostics obtained using MRI have matured to a level show-
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ing very good details of valve motion and blood flow velocities in vivo. However,
such imaging modalities do not yield information on the loads applied to the valve
that arise from the coupled fluid and structural dynamics of the valve and the
blood Lau et al. [2010]. While in vivo stresses in soft tissues cannot be directly
measured, an accurate numerical prediction may be directly measured and ob-
tained by combining quantitative information on tissue micro-structure, material
behaviour, loading conditions, and in vivo deformation using engineering analysis
May-Newman and Yin [1998]. Such data could be used to develop quantitative
methods for determining patient-specific medical and surgical strategies for the
treatment of valvular heart diseases.
Dynamic modelling of mitral valve bio-mechanics is challenging by the large defor-
mations experienced by the leaflets, the anisotropic non-linear elastic behaviour
of the valvular tissue, and the pulsatile haemo-dynamic loads during the cardiac
cycle. In order to predict the stress-strain behaviour of the mitral valve, one needs
to establish proper material models. Previous, numerical simulations of the mitral
valve have been conducted. Kunzelman, Einstein and co-workers were the first
to use a three-dimensional computational approach to simulate normal mitral
function Einstein et al. [2003, 2005]; Kunzelman et al. [1993], the biomechanics
underlying valvular disease Kunzelman et al. [1997, 1998], and surgical interven-
tions Kunzelman et al. [1997, 1998]; Reimink et al. [1996]. Three-dimensional
dynamic modelling of the ovine mitral valve has also been performed by Lim
et al. [2005], who focused on the asymmetric stress pattern of the mitral valve.
Prot et al. reported their work on mitral valve simulations in a series of studies
using a transversely isotropic strain-energy functional with the nonlinear finite
element (FE) code ABAQUS Prot and Skallerud [2006, 2009]; Prot et al. [2009,
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2008]. Recently, their model has been applied to predict the mechanical differ-
ence between the healthy mitral valve and the valve in a hypertrophic obstructive
cardiomyopathic heart Prot et al. [2010], and active muscle contraction Skallerud
et al. [2011] . Kim and co-workers Kim [2009]; Kim et al. [2007, 2008] carried
out dynamic simulations of a pericardial bioprosthetic heart valve based on a
FE shell model, although their primary focus is on the aortic valve. Maisano
et al. [2005] and Votta et al. [2006, 2007] used patient-specific FE models to
analyze the effects of annuloplasty procedures. The biomechanical response of
the valve to the Alfieri stitch technique was reported by Dal Pan et al. [2005]
and Votta et al. [2008]. The effects of the annular contraction on mitral valve
stress were modelled by Stevanella et al. [2011a,b]. Urankar [2009] used the LS-
DYNA code to model mitral valve fibre stress under various loading and surgical
conditions. Kaazempur-Mofrad and Weinberg used FE shell models and fully
three-dimensional FE models to predict the dynamic behaviour of the mitral
valve Weinberg [2005]. Their work incorporated fibre direction as an additional
degree of freedom to model the large-deformation and anisotropic behaviour of
mitral valves, and their method was demonstrated using an existing constitutive
law for mitral valve tissue Weinberg and Kaazempur Mofrad [2007]. Wenk et al.
[2010] developed a FE model of the left ventricle, mitral apparatus, and chordae
tendineae from magnetic resonance (MR) images obtained from sheep. Krish-
namurthy et al. [2009] used inverse FE analysis and radiopaque markers sewn
to the mitral annulus to show that, unlike isolated leaflets, the in vivo elastic
response of the anterior mitral leaflet is linear over a physiologic range of pres-
sures. Arnoldi et al. [2010] developed mitral valve model-construction software
with a graphical user interface (GUI), in which they integrated FE computations
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with four-dimensional echocardiographic image processing in a high-performance
computing (HPC) environment. They found this approach to accelerate the pro-
cess of mitral valve modelling for patient-specific analysis. Wang et al. [2012]
presented a patient-specific finite element model of a healthy human mitral valve
reconstructed from multi-slice computed tomography scans(MSCT) with detailed
mitral leaflet thickness, chordal information and mitral annulus dynamic motion.
There are also several recent review papers on mitral valve research, each with
different foci Einstein et al. [2010]; Sacks et al. [2009a,b]; Weinberg et al. [2010].
In the last decades, mitral valve material properties have also been investigated.
Due to the scarcity and complications associated with human valve tissue, it is dif-
ficult to experimentally determine the mechanical properties of normal, healthy
human mitral valve leaflets. A lot of studies are based on animal valves (e.g.
porcine, sheep, dog...), which can provide a reasonable substitute as the size, col-
lagen composition, and fibrous architecture of valves are quite similar to human.
R.P.Cochran [1991] focused on the central region of the anterior and posterior
leaflets where the fibres are oriented along the circumferential axis, parallel to the
mitral annulus. Kunzelman and Cochran [1992] discussed the stress/strain char-
acteristics of porcine mitral valve tissue along parallel and perpendicular collagen
orientation. May-Newman and Yin [1995, 1998] carried out biaxial mechanical
tests on porcine mitral valve and demonstrated that the tissue was stiffer and
less extensible along circumferential direction and propose strain energy function
describing mitral valve as an initially and locally transversely isotropic mate-
rial. Liao and Vesely [2003]; Ritchie et al. [2006] have performed mechanical
tests on different kinds of chordae and highlighted differences in mechanical be-
haviour depending on size and type of porcine mitral chordae. Prot and Skallerud
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[2006, 2009]; Prot et al. [2009, 2010, 2008] performed mechanical tests on porcine
and human mitral apparatus and especially compared the differences in material
properties between porcine and human, healthy and diseased human mitral valve.
Wang et al. [2012] conducted biaxial test for healthy human mitral leaflets and
used a constitutive model in which mitral tissue is assumed to be composed of a
matrix material with two families of embedded fibres.
There is large inter-subject variability in the anatomy of the MV apparatus which
plays an important role in order to determine the stress state in the leaflets. The
mitral annulus shape and its dynamic behaviour during the cardiac cycle have
been studied in animals and humans using different imaging techniques such as
two-dimensional echo-cardiography, MRI (Flachskampf et al. [2000]; Green et al.
[1999]; Kaplan et al. [2000]; Prot and Skallerud [2006]; Salgo et al. [2002]; Tibayan
et al. [2003]) etc. All of the above studies assume that the annulus is symmetric,
either flat or with saddle height. However, in reality the annulus ring is irregular
and asymmetric in three-dimensions. The current tendency is to obtain subject-
specific mitral leaflets and spatial shape of annulus for dynamic modelling Arnoldi
et al. [2010]; Ma et al. [2012]; Stevanella et al. [2011b]; Wang et al. [2012].
1.3 Work summary
The present work focuses on constructing mitral valve fluid-structure interaction
models with immersed boundary method. In these models, the blood is described
as a viscous incompressible fluid, and the mitral valve and its substructures are
described as elastic or hypo-elastic solid structures. In chapter 1 we introduce
the mitral valve anatomy and review the research background. In chapter 2
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we explain the mathematical and numerical formulations of immersed boundary
method and finite element immersed boundary method that we use for mitral
valve modelling.
In chapter 3, we model the dynamics of a prosthetic mitral valve using a staggered-
grid version Griffith [2012a,b]; Griffith et al. [2009] of a formally second-order ac-
curate immersed boundary method Griffith [2005]; Lai and Peskin [2000]. Herein
we use an experimentally measured pressure gradient to drive flow through the
model valve during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle, and to provide a
realistic pressure load for the closed valve during the systolic phase of the car-
diac cycle, enabling us to perform more realistic simulations. In this work, we
demonstrate that when bending rigidity are included in both the mitral leaflets
and chordae, the computational results has better agreements with experimental
measurements. In addition, non-physical oscillations that occur upon valve clo-
sure are greatly reduced when bending forces are included in the model. These
findings highlight the importance of accounting for the bending stiffness in the
dynamic simulation of the mitral valve prosthesis. Furthermore, the final goal
of mitral valve prosthesis analysis is to lead to better diagnosis and treatment
for patient valvular heart diseases Luo et al. [2012]. However, without compre-
hensive understanding of native mitral valve, such analysis still has limitations
because of the relatively simple three-dimensional anatomy and the linear mate-
rial properties of the mitral valve. In such cases, the patient-specific mitral valve
dynamic modelling is urgent and necessary for the optimization of therapies to
restore normal mitral valve functioning in patients with valvular heart diseases.
In chapter 4, an in-vivo human mitral valve geometry model is derived from mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) data, and then is analysed using the immersed
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boundary method under a physiological left-atrium-ventricle pressure loading. An
initial validation of the model is provided by comparing the computed opening
shape and flow rates to clinical measurements from the volunteer who provided
the anatomical data for constructing the mitral valve. The convex (with respect
to the left ventricle) shape near annulus and concave shape near free edge of valve
are observed in our simulation during diastole and systole when assigning phys-
iological thickness McDonald et al. [2002] to the anterior leaflet and posterior
leaflet, which match perfectly with clinical observations Karlsson et al. [1998];
Kvitting et al. [2010]; Ryan et al. [2008]. These results suggest that differences
in the thickness of the leaflets play an important role in maintaining the physi-
ological curvature of the mitral valve Ma et al. [2012]. These features bring out
a question that is the relatively simple isotropic material fibre model sufficient
to describe the mitral valve leaflets. The real valve is anisotropic, with collagen
fibres distributed along the circumferential direction. To better model this non-
linear mechanical behaviour of the mitral valve leaflets, it is of importance to use
experimentally characterised strain-energy functions for material properties. Ex-
tensions of the immersed boundary method that permit such finite-element-based
elasticity models have been developed over the past decade Boffi et al. [2008]; Liu
et al. [2006]; Zhang and Gay [2007]; Zhang et al. [2004], and one such extension
of the immersed boundary method was already implemented within the IBAMR
software Griffith and Luo [2012] used to perform the simulations described in
chapter 5.
In chapter 5, the in-vivo human mitral valve geometry model was improved by
incorporating spatial annulus ring from integrating physical information from
cardiac MRI data. This mitral valve model is then simulated under a physiological
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pressure loading with a finite element version of the immersed boundary method
that is able to incorporate experimentally oriented constitutive laws for elasticity
models Griffith and Luo [2012]. A hypo-elastic transversely isotropic material
constitutive law is used to characterize the mechanical behaviour of the mitral
valve tissue based on recent biaxial tests on healthy human leaflets by Wang et al.
[2012]. Simulation results exhibit better agreement and reduced oscillations in
flow rate compared with experiment measurements and previous simulation Ma
et al. [2012] and show that the maximum principal stress and strain is carried
by the collagen fibres in the mitral leaflets in deep systole. These results show
that the methodology in this study could generate a patient-specific finite element
mitral valve model that closely replicated the in vivo mitral valve dynamic motion
during diastole and systole. This model may be further developed to study mitral
valve mechanics and disease to bring more insight of diagnosis, treatment, and




The immersed boundary method is a mathematical formulation and numerical
approach to fluid-structure interaction problems in which an elastic structure is
immersed in a viscous incompressible fluid. This method was originally intro-
duced by Peskin to study blood flow through heart valves Peskin [1977]. The
immersed boundary formulation of such problems uses a Lagrangian description
of the deformation and elasticity of the immersed structure along with an Eule-
rian description of the momentum, velocity and incompressibility of the coupled
viscous incompressible fluid, which is modelled by incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations.
2.1 The immersed boundary method
2.1.1 The continuous formulation
We assume that the fluid possesses a uniform mass density ρ and dynamic vis-
cosity µ, and that the immersed elastic structure is neutrally buoyant.
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Let x = (x, y, z) ∈ Ω denote Cartesian physical coordinates, in which Ω ∈ R3
is the physical domain; let s = (r, s) ∈ U denote Lagrangian material coordi-
nates attached to the structure, in which U ∈ R2 is the Lagrangian curvilinear
coordinate domain; and let X(s, t) ∈ Ω denote the physical position of mate-
rial point s at time t. The physical region occupied by the structure at time t is
X(U, t) ⊆ Ω, and the physical region occupied by the fluid at time t is Ω\X(U, t).





(x, t) + u(x, t) · ∇u(x, t)
)
= −∇p(x, t) + µ∇2u(x, t) + f(x, t), (2.1)










u(x, t) δ(x−X(s, t)) dx, (2.4)
F(·, t) = F[X(·, t)]. (2.5)
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, which are
written in terms of the Eulerian velocity field u(x, t) = (u(x, t), v(x, t), w(x, t))
and the Eulerian pressure field p(x, t), along with a body force f(x, t) that is the
Eulerian elastic force density applied by the structure to the fluid. Eq. (2.5) indi-
cates that the Lagrangian elastic force density generated by the elasticity of the
structure is determined by a time-independent functional of the configuration of
the immersed structure; this particular Lagrangian force functional is discussed
below. Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) are Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction equations that
use integral transformations with three-dimensional Dirac delta function kernels,
δ(x) = δ(x) δ(y) δ(z), to couple the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions. Specif-
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ically, Eq. (2.3) converts the Lagrangian elastic force density F into the equivalent
Eulerian elastic force density f . Notice that F and f have totally different char-
acters: F(s, t) is a force density with respect to the curvilinear coordinate system
(i.e. F(s, t) dr ds has units of force), whereas f(x, t) is a force density with re-
spect to the physical coordinate system (i.e. f(x, t) dx dy dz has units of force).
Nonetheless, F and f are equivalent as densities Peskin [2002]. Eq. (2.4) states
that the structure moves at the local fluid velocity, i.e.,
∂X
∂t
(s, t) = u(X(s, t), t), (2.6)
which is the no-slip condition of a viscous fluid. Note that the no-slip condition
is used to determine the motion of the immersed elastic structure rather than to
constrain the motion of the fluid.
Along the boundary of the physical domain Ω, we impose no-slip boundary condi-
tions on the tangential components of the fluid velocity, along with either Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the normal component of the velocity or prescribed nor-
mal traction boundary conditions. Here, the no-slip condition is used to constrain
the motion of the fluid. Since the fluid is incompressible and Newtonian, the com-
bination of no-slip tangential velocity boundary conditions and normal traction
boundary conditions is equivalent to a prescribed-pressure boundary conditions
Griffith [2012b].
The elasticity of these immersed structures is described by systems of elastic
fibres that resist extension, compression, and bending. We choose the Lagrangian
curvilinear coordinates (r, s) so that each fixed value of s labels a particular fibre,
and we compute the total elastic forces generated by the immersed fibres as the
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sum of a stretching force density and a bending force density. Let T = T (s) be
the fibre tension, so that T dr ds has units of force, and let τ = τ (s) = ∂X/∂s|∂X/∂s|














in which κ = EI is the bending stiffness coefficient, with E denoting the Young’s
modulus and I denoting the cross-sectional moment of inertia.
2.1.2 The spatial discretization
In the numerical treatment of the continuous immersed boundary equations of
motion, the Eulerian variables are discretized on a uniform, staggered-Cartesian
grid and the Lagrangian variables are discretized on a fibre-aligned mesh which
moves with the structure Griffith [2009, 2012a,b].
To simplify the exposition, we assume that the physical domain Ω is the unit
cube, discretized on a regular N×N×N Cartesian grid with grid spacings 4x =
4y = 4z = h = 1
N
. The Cartesian grid cells are indexed i, j, k = 0, 1..., N − 1.








)h), and the positions of the centers of edges of the Cartesian grid cells
are, respectively, xi+ 1
2















= ((i + 1
2
)h, (j + 1
2
)h, (k + 1)h). Similarly, let (l,m) label
an individual curvilinear mesh node, and let the curvilinear mesh spacings be
denoted by ∆r, ∆s.
In a staggered-grid discretization, the pressure is defined at the centers of the
Cartesian grid cells and the edge-normal components of the velocity are defined at
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,k and wi,j,k+ 1
2
denote staggered-grid approximations to the components of the Eulerian velocity




,k, and xi,j,k+ 1
2
, respectively; let
pi,j,k denote a cell-centred approximation to the pressure defined at positions
xi,j,k; let Xl,m and Fl,m denote approximations to the position and Lagrangian
elastic force density at node (l,m) of the Lagrangian curvilinear mesh.
The discretizations of the Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction equations, Eqs.(2.4)
and Eqs.(2.3) both employ the same regularized four-point delta function of Pe-


















































2.1.3 The temporal discretization
The time stepping scheme that we use is similar to that of Griffith [2012a]; how-
ever, in the present work, we employ an Adams-Bashforth scheme to enable us
to attain second-order accuracy in time while solving the incompressible Navier-
Stokes only once per time step.
Let ∇h · , ∇h, and ∇2h denote standard staggered-grid finite-difference approxima-
tions to the divergence, gradient, and Laplace operators, respectively. We denote
by Xn, un, and pn−
1
2 approximations to the values of X and u at time tn, and to
the value of p at time tn−
1
2 .
Given Xn, un, and pn−
1
2 , we obtain Xn+1, un+1, and pn+
1





in which Rn = R (Xn) is the velocity restriction operator, for which Un =
(Un, V n,W n) = Rnun. And X˜
n+1
is a preliminary value of Xn+1 for calcu-
lating sub-step to the half-time level of Xn+
1
2 . To obtain a time step-centered

















































) un+1 + un
2
, (2.19)
for Xn+1, un+1, and pn+
1




un · ∇hun − 12un−1 · ∇hun−1 is
an approximation to the nonlinear advection term computed by a version of the
piecewise parabolic method (PPM) Colella and Woodward [1984]; Rider et al.
















2 . Notice that by construction, S and R are adjoint
operators. This property ensures that the semi-discrete scheme conserves energy
during Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction Peskin [2002].
This scheme must be modified during the first time step because time step-lagged











∇h · u˜n+1 = 0, (2.21)









, u˜n+1, and p˜n+
1









and finally solve Eqs. (2.16)–(2.19) for Xn+1, un+1, and pn+
1










2.2 FE version of the immersed boundary method
2.2.1 The continuous formulation
To use an Eulerian description of the fluid and a Lagrangian description of the
elasticity of the immersed structure, it is necessary to describe the stress of the
fluid-structure system in both Eulerian and Lagrangian forms. Let σ = σ(x, t)
denote the Cauchy stress tensor of the coupled fluid-structure system. Then
σ(x, t) =
 σ
f(x, t) + σe(x, t) for x ∈ X(U, t)
σf(x, t) otherwise,
(2.25)
σf(x, t) is the stress tensor of a viscous incompressible fluid defined as
σf(x, t) = −pI+ µ[∇u + (∇u)>], (2.26)
in which p = p(x, t) is the fluid pressure, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid,
and u = u(x, t) is the Eulerian velocity field. σe(x, t) is the stress tensor that
describes the elasticity of the immersed structure. With respect to the Lagrangian
material coordinate system, it is convenient to use the first Piola-Kirchhoff elastic
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for any smooth region V ⊂ U , in which N = N(s) is the outward unit normal
along ∂V , and n = n(x, t) is the outward normal along ∂X(V, t). The hypo-
elastic mechanical behaviour can be characterized by a strain-energy functional
W e = W e(F), in which F = F(s, t) = ∇sX(s, t) = ∂X∂s (s, t) is the deformation
gradient associated with the mapping X : (U, t)→ Ω. For such constitutive laws,
Pe(s, t) = ∂W e
∂F (s, t).






(x, t) + u(x, t) · ∇u(x, t)
)
= −∇p(x, t) + µ∇2u(x, t) + f(x, t), (2.28)




F(s, t) δ(x−X(s, t)) ds, (2.30)∫
U
F(s, t) ·V(s)ds = −
∫
U






u(x, t) δ(x−X(s, t)) dx. (2.32)
in which f(x, t) and F(s, t) are the Eulerian and Lagrangian elastic force densities,




2.2.2 The spatial and temporal discretization
Herein, we use a interpolatory finite element basis discretization of the Lagrangian
equations and the same uniform, staggered-grid discretization of the Eulerian
equations as described in IB method in previous section.




,k, and wi,j,k+ 1
2
denote staggered-grid approximations to





,k, and xi,j,k+ 1
2
, respectively; and let ∇h · , ∇h, and ∇2h denote standard
staggered-grid finite-difference approximations to the divergence, gradient, and
Laplace operators, respectively, in which h is the Cartesian grid spacing. Let
τh = ∪eU e be a triangulation of U composed of elements U e. We denote the
nodes of mesh by {s}Ml=1, and time-depend physical positions of the nodes of the
Lagrangian mesh by {Xl(t)}Ml=1. Using the Lagrangian basis functions, we define





in which φl(s) is the interpolatory Lagrangian basis function. An approximation











Using Fh(s, t), we compute directly Peh(s, t), which is approximation to the first








The nodal values Fl(t)
M
l=1 must be determined from Peh(s, t). By restricting the
test functions to be linear combinations of the Lagrangian basis functions, we










Peh(s, t)5s φm(s)ds (2.36)
To compute an approximation to f = (fx, fy, fz) on the Cartesian grid, we con-
struct for each element U e ∈ τh a Gaussian quadrature rule with N e quadrature
points seQ ∈ U e and weights weQ, Q = 1, ..., N e. We then compute fx, fy and fz










































Q, t) δh(xi,j,k+ 1
2
−X (seQ, t))weQ (2.39)
in which Lagrangian force density F(s, t) = (Fx(s, t), Fy(s, t), Fz(s, t)). We use
the shorthand
f = SF (2.40)
in which S is the force prolongation operator defined by (2.37), (2.38) and (2.39).
A corresponding velocity restriction operator R = R (X) is used to determine the
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(s, t) is an approximation to the L2 projection of the Lagrangian vector field
UIB(s, t) = (U IB(s, t), V IB(s, t),W IB(s, t)) with







,j,k −X(s, t))h3, (2.42)







,k −X(s, t))h3, (2.43)








δh(x) is the one dimensional smoothed delta function of Peskin Peskin [2002].
The Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction is different from previous immersed bound-
ary method in a way: first, the nodal values of F are interpolated from the mesh
nodes to quadrature points within each element; then δh(x) is used to spread
those interpolated force densities from the quadrature points to the Cartesian
grid. It is similar for the velocity: first, the Cartesian velocity field is interpo-
lated to the quadrature points using δh(x); these samples of U
IB are then used
to compute the right-hand-side of an L2-projection equation, and the solution of
this projection equation determines ∂X
∂t
(s, t). In this approach, the Lagrangian
structure is watertight if quadrature points are dense enough.
The finite element version of immersed boundary method has the same temporal




2.3 Summary of IB and IB-FE method
The finite element version of immersed boundary method combines a Cartesian
grid finite difference method for incompressible fluid dynamics with a nodal finite
element method for non-linear elasticity. In conventional immersed boundary
method (Griffith et al. [2009]; Luo et al. [2012]; Ma et al. [2012]), regularized
delta functions are used by the immersed boundary method both to spread forces
generated by the immersed structure from the nodes of the Lagrangian mesh to
the Eulerian grid and also to interpolate velocities from the Eulerian grid to the
nodes of the Lagrangian mesh. A significant limitation of this approach is that
if the physical spacing of the Lagrangian nodes is too large in comparison to the
background Eulerian grid, severe “leaks” will develop at fluid-structure interfaces
Griffith and Luo [2012]. An empirical solution that generally prevents such leaks
is to make the Lagrangian mesh to be approximately twice as fine as the Eulerian
mesh Peskin [2002]. As high Eulerian resolution is needed to capture the thin
boundary layers characteristic of flows, therefore, following the empirical rule
will result in dense Lagrangian meshes that may generate significant numerical
stiffness in the discretized equations and excessively small time steps. Moreover,
when an initially “watertight” structure exhibits large deformations, the structure
mesh may ultimately yield leaks as the simulation progresses.
One advantage of using the finite element version of immersed boundary method
is to discretize the equations of Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction that overcomes
this long existing limitation. Specifically, rather that spreading forces directly
from and interpolating velocities directly to the nodes of the Lagrangian mesh, we
instead spread forces from and interpolating velocities to quadrature points within
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the interiors of the Lagrangian finite element mesh. This takes advantage of the
additional geometrical information provided by the finite element description of
the structure which provides information not only on the nodes of the Lagrangian
mesh, but also on the material points within the mesh. Therefore, any mesh
that has a quadrature scheme with sufficient orders can prevent leaks effectively.
Numerical examples from Griffith and Luo [2012] demonstrate that this approach
permits the use of Lagrangian meshes that are at least four times as coarse as the
background Eulerian grid without leaks, which enables the analysis tailored to
requirements of the structure rather than restricted by the background Eulerian
mesh. In our simulations described in chapter 4 and chapter 5, we have twice
dense meshes with finite element version of immersed boundary method compared
to the previous work that used conventional immersed boundary method, but the
time step is twice as large as the previous one, which shows that by adopting
finite element spatial discretization the computational efficiency is significantly
improved.
Another advantage of using the finite element version of immersed boundary
method is that we can incorporate experimentally based constitutive laws for
material properties. In conventional application of immersed boundary method,
the elasticity of the immersed structure is considered to be systems of fibres that
resist extension, compression, and exert bending stiffness. Such descriptions are
easy to use, but may not be able to fully capture the hypo-elastic anisotropic
material properties for subject-specific biological tissue.
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Effect of bending stiffness in a
dynamic model of a polyurethane
prosthetic mitral valve
In this chapter, we investigate the behaviour of a dynamic fluid-structure inter-
action model of a chorded polyurethane mitral valve prosthesis, focusing on the
effects on valve dynamics including descriptions of the bending stiffness of the
valve leaflets and artificial chordae tendineae Luo et al. [2012]. Each of the chor-
dae is attached at one end to the valve annulus, and at the other to one of two
chordal attachment points. These attachment points correspond to the positions
where the chords of the real prosthesis would attach to the left-ventricular wall,
although in our study, these attachment points were kept fixed in space to fa-
cilitate comparison between our simulations and earlier results obtained from an
experimental test rig. In our simulations, a pressure gradient measured in this ex-
perimental rig drives flow through the model valve during diastole, and provides
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a realistic pressure load during systole. The previous modelling studies of this
mitral valve prosthesis show that the valve presents an unrealistically large orifice
at beginning of diastole, and does not close completely at the end of diastole with
unrealistic flutter. In this chapter, the immersed boundary method is first tested
for flows in collapsible channel problem, and an excellent quantitative agreement
is obtained with a well-tested in-house ALE code. We then show that, using im-
mersed boundary method, including a description of the chordal bending stiffness
enables the model valve to close properly at the end of the diastolic phase of the
cardiac cycle and yields predicted flow rate which matches closely with corre-
sponding experimental measurements. Valve over-opening is eliminated only by
incorporating a description of the bending stiffness of the valve leaflets and of the
chordae into the model. Thus, bending stiffness, even in such a thin structure,
plays a significant role in the dynamic behaviour of the polyurethane mitral valve
prosthesis.
3.1 Introduction
Heart disease is the major cause of death in the developed world. It is known, for
instance, that the remodelling that occurs after a posterolateral myocardial in-
farction can alter mitral valve function by creating conformational abnormalities
in the mitral annulus and in the posteromedial papillary muscle, leading to mi-
tral regurgitation and ultimately requiring valve repair or replacement Einstein
et al. [2010]. Each year, approximately 250,000 valve replacement procedures
are carried out worldwide Yoganathan AP [2004]. More than 50 types of pros-
thetic valves have been developed since 1950 Vongpatanasin et al. [1996]. Yet,
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six decades later, we still use devices that are less than satisfactory. Understand-
ing valve mechanics using computational modelling represents an important step
towards improved valve designs, and could lead to better diagnosis, treatment,
and prevention of valvular heart diseases.
A fully three-dimensional fluid-structure interaction model of a polyurethane
prosthetic mitral valve Griffith et al. [2009]; Watton et al. [2007, 2008]; Yin et al.
[2010] has been studied by the heart group at University of Glasgow. In these
studies, the dynamic behaviour of a three-dimensional chorded mitral prosthesis
is modelled using the immersed boundary (IB) method, which accounts for the
fluid-structure interaction between the blood flow and the mitral valve leaflets,
although the mechanical structure of the mitral valve prosthesis is less compli-
cated compared to the native valves. A major limitation of these earlier models
is that, with the exception of Griffith et al. Griffith et al. [2009], they employ a
first-order accurate IB method that results in excessive numerical dissipation.
In this chapter, we model the prosthetic mitral valve using a staggered-grid ver-
sion Griffith [2012a,b]; Griffith et al. [2009] of a formally second-order accurate
immersed boundary method Griffith [2005]; Lai and Peskin [2000]. We first verify
the implementation of this simulation methodology by simulating the flow within
a collapsible channel. Excellent quantitative agreement is obtained with the re-
sults from a well-tested in-house arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) code Luo
et al. [2008]. We then use this method to model the dynamics of the prosthetic
mitral valve. Unlike previous work, in which the flow rate was specified at the
inlet Griffith et al. [2009]; Watton et al. [2007, 2008], herein we use an experimen-
tally measured pressure gradient to drive flow through the model valve during
the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle, and to provide a realistic pressure load
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for the closed valve during the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle, enabling us
to perform more realistic simulations. In this chapter, we consider the effects
on the dynamics of the valve of including models of the bending rigidity of the
chordae and of the leaflets. We demonstrate that when both bending effects are
included in our model, our computational results agree well with experimental
measurements. Our simulations therefore indicate that incorporating a model of
the bending stiffness is highly important, even for structures as thin as mitral
valve leaflets. Although we only present results using IB models of heart valve
dynamics, we expect that our findings would also hold for other approaches for
modelling the fluid dynamics of heart valves.
3.2 Mathematical formulation
In this chapter, we use the immersed boundary method as mentioned in chapter 2,
with a Lagrangian description of the structure and an Eulerian description of the
momentum, viscosity and incompressibility of the coupled fluid-structure system,
to simulate the dynamics of a chorded polyurethane mitral valve prosthesis.
3.2.1 Continuous and discrete elasticity modelling
To describe the elasticity of the immersed structure, it is convenient to assume
that the structure is described in terms of overlapping families of elastic fibres
and that the Lagrangian material coordinates s = (r, s) have been chosen so that
a fixed value of r = r0 labels a particular fibre. The elastic forces generated
by the immersed structure are the sum of the fibre forces due to extension and
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bending:













in which T = T (s) is the fibre tension, and τ (s) is the unit tangent vector aligned





with E denoting the Young’s modulus and I denoting the cross-sectional moment
of inertia. For the planar element of uniform thickness h, with fibres in r and
s directions, and 4r, 4s denoting the lengths of fibres within each element, we










In this paper, we use a 4-node quadrilateral element to represent the valve leaflets;
see Fig.3.1(Left). Each element is comprised of 8 fibre segments, and the bending
stiffness is computed from the 3-node beam element consists of a pair of adja-
cent fibres, as shown in Fig.3.1(Right). See Watton et al. [2007] for a detailed
description of this method for generating elastic fibres from quadratic elements.
Note that in Eqs.(3.1), Fs corresponds to forces generated by extension- and
compression-resistant elastic elements, which results in a membrane-type force,
and Fb corresponds to forces generated by bending-resistant elastic elements,
which results in a shell-like force. A linear elastic response is assumed, as justi-
fied by an earlier comparison between simulation and experiment Watton et al.
[2007].
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Figure 3.1: (Left) The 4-node element is spanned by four fibre segments; (Right)
the bending stiffness for a 3-node beam is computed from a pair of adjacent fibre
segments located within and across the element boundaries in each direction Luo
et al. [2012]
3.2.2 Feedback forcing
We provide an additional Eulerian feedback-forcing term to ensure that any
Dirichlet boundary conditions are satisfied at the inlet and the outlet. This addi-
tional body force, which is non zero only in the vicinity of the physical boundaries,
is of the form
fB(x, t) = k(ub(x, t)− u(x, t)) (3.4)
in which ub(x, t) is the prescribed velocity along the boundary ∂Ω of the Eule-
rian domain. At open boundaries, where we impose normal traction boundary
conditions, we employ feedback forcing for only the tangential components of the
velocity in the vicinity of ∂Ω. We choose k = ρ
24t , which is approximately the
largest value of k permitted by our semi-implicit time discretization.
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3.2.3 Implementation
The simulations described herein employ the open-source Immersed Boundary
Method with Adaptive Mesh Refinement (IBAMR) software framework (http:
//ibamr.googlecode.com), which provides an adaptive and distributed-memory
parallel implementation of the IB method as well as infrastructure for develop-
ing FSI models that use the IB method. IBAMR leverages functionality pro-
vided by other freely available software libraries, including SAMRAI (https:
//computation.llnl.gov/casc/SAMRAI), PETSc (http://www.mcs.anl.gov/
petsc), and hypre (http://www.llnl.gov/CASC/hypre).
3.3 Method verification: collapsible channel flow
3.3.1 Model description and parameters
In this section, we verify a formally second-order accurate cell-centred IB method
Griffith [2005]; Griffith and Peskin [2005]; Griffith et al. [2009, 2007] implemented
in the IBAMR software framework against an in-house ALE code Luo et al. [2003]
on a collapsible channel flow problem. This problem is chosen because the rich
dynamic behaviour of collapsible channel flows makes simulating fluid-structure
interaction in such systems extremely challenging, and because, for this particular
example, the ALE code satisfies the geometrical conservation law exactly Liu et al.
[2012]. The numerical model consists of flow in a channel in which part of the
upper wall is replaced by an elastic beam in the plane strain configuration; see
Fig.3.2. The rigid channel has width D, and part of the upper wall of length L ,
scaled by the channel width D, is replaced by an elastic beam that is subject to
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an external pressure load p¯e. The lengths of the upstream and downstream rigid
parts of the channel are Lu and Ld, respectively, also defined in reference to the
channel width D. Steady Poiseuille flow with average velocity U0 is prescribed as
a boundary condition at the inlet. The extensional and bending stiffness of the
beam are EA and EJ , respectively, in which E is the Young’s modulus for the
plane strain problem, A is the cross-sectional area of the beam (which is equivalent
to the beams thickness because the beam has unit width in the z direction), and
J is the moment of inertia of the cross-section of the beam. Pretension in the
beam is assumed to be zero, and the damping and rotational inertia of the beam
are ignored. In the ALE code, the beam is discretized using 6-node triangular
elements, whereas in the IB simulation, the beam is represented using systems of
extension-, compression-, and bending-resistant elastic elements.
We mark that the physical systems modelled by the IB method and by the ALE
code are slightly different. Specifically, the IB model describes a collapsible chan-
nel that is immersed in fluid, i.e. a system that includes inertial effects both
within the channel and outside of the channel. In contrast, the ALE model ex-
cludes inertial effects in the exterior of the channel, thereby effectively treating
the region exterior to the channel as a constant pressure reservoir Luo et al. [2008].
The dynamic behaviour of the two models therefore differs. However, if the sys-
tem is stable and admits only a single steady solution, then as t→∞, transient
effects will decay, and the equilibrium results of the two models will be identical.
Hence, for verification purposes, we consider a stable flow case used by Liu et al.
[2009a], with dimensionless parameters cλ =
EA
ρU20







= 1.95, Lu = 5, Ld = 30, and L = 5. The corresponding dimensional
parameters are E = 0.4785 MPa, U0 = 0.05 m/ s, ρ = 10
3 Kg/ m3, µ = 10−3 Pa,
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D = 0.01 m, A = 10−4 m2, and p¯e = 4.875 Pa.
3.3.2 Results
The un-deformed state is used as the initial configuration. Because the wall stiff-
ness is quite large, the largest stable time step for this problem is approximately
5×10−5 s. Figure 3.3(a) shows that in the IB model, the wall oscillates for approx-
imately 17 s before settling to a steady state. This quasi-steady solution agrees
very well with the results computed from a finite element model using ALE code
Cai and Luo [2003] and also with results obtained using ADINA (Watertown,
Massachusetts, United States); see Figure 3.3(b).
We remark that although steady-state problems, such as the one considered in
this section, are well suited for use as verification tests for the IB methods, the IB
method is primarily intended for simulating dynamic problems, and the perfor-
mance of the IB method may not be competitive with numerical methods specif-
ically developed for steady-state flow problems. The strength of the IB method,
and of its implementation in the IBAMR software, is its ability to enable fully
coupled fluid-structure interaction simulations in the dynamic setting for complex
three-dimensional geometries, as demonstrate in the following section.
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Figure 3.2: The configuration of the collapsible channel flow problem (not to
scale). In section B, part of the solid upper wall is replaced by an elastic beam.
In the IB version of this model, fluid is present both in the interior of the channel
and in the space exterior to the channel; in the ALE model, the exterior space is
treated as a constant-pressure reservoir
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) The y-position of the centre of elastic beam as a function of time,
and (b) The shape of the elastic wall at time t = 17 s. These results show that the
transient solution determined by the IB method implemented in the IBAMR code
approaches the steady solution determined by an in-house ALE code (FBM) and
also the steady solution determined by ADINA. At equilibrium, all three codes
produce results that are in excellent quantitative agreement. In the IB model,
the elastic beam is initially flat and aligned with the rigid portions of the upper
channel wall (i.e. with y = 1). The equilibrium shape shown in panel (b) therefore
represents a large deformation from this initial configuration.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: (a) The mitral valve mesh, and (b) The mitral valve mounted on a
rigid housing disc. The anterior leaflet has 22,328 fibre segments, the posterior
leaflet has 25,614 fibre segments and the housing disc has 43,404 fibre segments
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Figure 3.5: The valve annulus and artificial chordae tendineae. The semi-rigid
D-shaped annulus, shown in black, has a post height of 7.5 mm. The model
chordae, which appear in blue, are comprised of a total of 1,802 fibre segments.
Each chord is fixed at one end to the nearly rigid annular ring and at the other
to one of two chordal attachment points (CAPs). In this study, these CAPs are
fixed in space to facilitate comparison between simulation and experiment
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Figure 3.6: The mitral valve and the housing disc mounted in a semi-rigid circular
tube of length 16 cm and diameter 5.6 cm. The valve housing is placed 4 cm
downstream of the inlet of the tube. These structure are embedded in a 16 cm×
8 cm × 8 cm fluid box. A time-dependent transvalvular pressure difference is
imposed across the model valve by prescribing pressure boundary conditions at
the inlet and outlet of the tube
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3.4 Dynamic simulation of the mitral valve pros-
thesis
3.4.1 Model description and parameters
The mitral valve prosthesis that we model is the same as that considered by
Watton Watton et al. [2007, 2008] and by Griffith Griffith et al. [2009] and is
shown in Figure 3.4. The valve prosthesis developed by D. Wheatley’s group
in the Department of Cardiac Surgery at University of Glasgow Wheatley et al.
[2001] is made of the polyurethane material PurSpan (DSM Biomedical, Berkeley,
California, United States) and incorporates artificial chordae tendineae made of
Bionate 750D that originate from the valve annulus and traverse each leaflet
before exiting at the free margins of the leaflets to attach to the papillary muscle
regions of the left-ventricular wall. The prosthetic valve has a total of 14 artificial
chordae, with eight in the posterior leaflet and six in the anterior leaflet. The
valve is mounted on a rigid D-shaped annulus that attaches to the left ventricle,
see Figure 3.5. The geometry of the model mitral valve is generated using the
SolidWorks CAD software (Concord, Massachusetts, United States). For the
purposes of the IB simulation, the model valve is further discretized as a surface
that is spanned by overlapping collections of one-dimensional fibre segments, see
Figure 3.1.
Each of the chordae has a cross-sectional area of 0.4 mm2 and a Young’s modulus
of 30 Mpa. The leaflets have a mean thickness of 0.125 mm and are modelled
as a linear elastic material with a Young’s modulus of 5.4 MPa Watton et al.
[2007]. Following Watton Watton et al. [2007], we assume that the valve leaflets
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possess a constant stiffness and uniform thickness and that the material exhibits
a linear elastic response. These approximations were tested in earlier work by
Watton, who found them to be acceptable for the physiological regime of interest
Watton et al. [2007]. Each chord is attached at one end to the fixed points of the
annular ring and at the other to one of two chordal attachment points that are
fixed in space. The mitral annulus is fixed to a housing disc that is mounted in
a semi-rigid circular tube. All of these structures are immersed in a rectangular
16 cm× 8 cm× 8 cm fluid box; see Figure 3.6.
In previous work using a formally second-order accurate cell-centred IB method
Griffith et al. [2009], we performed simulations using a version of this model that
included a model of the bending stiffness of the chordae. In those simulations, we
imposed motion of the chordal attachment points that was derived from medical
imaging data, and we prescribed the experimentally measured flow rate at the
inlet of the tube along with zero-pressure boundary conditions at the outlet. We
found that the peak pressure was significantly reduced in comparison to the peak
pressure of earlier simulations that used a first-order accurate version of the IB
method. Specifically, the transvalvular pressure difference required to open the
valve was about 4 mmHg, which compares favourably to the corresponding value
of 12 mmHg obtained by Watton Watton et al. [2007]. We noted, however, that
during the systolic phase of the cardiac cycle, the transvalvular pressure gradient
was much smaller than the experimentally measured values. This is an important
drawback of using flow rate as a boundary condition: the pressure load across
the valve cannot be properly established.
In this chapter, we overcome this problem by imposing time-dependent pressure
boundary conditions at both the inlet and outlet of the model. Specifically, we
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus described by
Fisher et al. Fisher et al. [1986], in which flow is driven by a computer-controlled
pump that generates pulsatile inflow. (b) The prosthetic mitral valve function
test apparatus developed by D. Wheatley’s group in the Department of Cardiac
Surgery at University of GlasgowWheatley et al. [2001]. To avoid turbulence, the
tubular Perspex section upstream from the valve is filled with straws that act as
flow strengtheners. In the experiments, the flow volume was 80 ml per cycle, with
a cycle duration of 0.75 s, and the mean downstream pressure was 95 mmHg. The
transvalvular pressure difference was measured between stations U and B.
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Figure 3.8: The prescribed transvalvular pressure difference, which is imposed
over the 16 cm tube (dashdot), and the computed pressure difference between
stations U and B (solid) are compared to the experimentally recorded pressure
difference (solidwithtriangles). The corresponding experimental flow rate is also
shown (solidwithcircles)
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impose a pressure difference dPexp(t) based on measurement obtained from ex-
periments that used a prototype of the valve prosthesis by D. Wheatley’s group
Wheatley et al. [2001]. A schematic diagram and the experimental apparatus is
shown in Figure 3.7(a), Figure 3.7(b). For a detailed description of the experi-
mental apparatus used, see Fisher et al. [1986]. The measured pressure difference
dPexp(t) was determined from two pressure transducers: one that was placed at
2.5 cm upstream of the valve, identified as station U in Figure 3.7(a), and another
that was placed 5 cm downstream of the valve, identified as station B in Figure
3.7(a). Notice, however, that we employ a flow chamber that is 16 cm long.
This length was chosen to reduce the influence of the boundary conditions on the
dynamics of the model. A consequence of this, however, is that we cannot use
the experimental pressure measurements directly as boundary conditions for the
model. Were we to do so, the simulated pressure difference in the model measured
at stations U and B would generally be smaller than the experimentally measured
difference in pressures at those locations. Moreover, the corresponding flow rates
would also be smaller. Rather than using the experimental measurements directly
as boundary conditions for our model, we instead set dP (t) = dPexp(t)+dPshift(t),
in which dPshift(t) is an additional driving pressure that is intended to offset the
additional flow resistance presented by the longer flow chamber used in the sim-
ulations. The value of dPshift(t) is empirically determined so that the difference
in the computed pressure between stations U and B is in good agreement with
the experimental measurements, see Figure 3.8.
Boundary conditions are also required for the portions of the fluid box that are
exterior to the inlet and outlet of the flow chamber. Solid-wall boundary condi-
tions are prescribed along the portions of the x = 0 cm and x = 16 cm boundaries
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that are exterior to the circular tube, and zero-pressure boundary conditions are
imposed along the remainder of the domain boundary.
Our simulations use a formally second-order accurate staggered-grid IB method
Griffith [2012a,b]; Griffith et al. [2009]. The time step size was set to be 4t =
1.25×10−5 s . This time step size was empirically determined to be approximately
the largest stable time step size permitted by the model. Therefore, computing
a complete 0.75 s cardiac cycle requires 6 million time steps, which required
approximately 4 days on a Dell Unix workstation (dual quad-core Intel Xeon
X5450 3.0 GHz processors).
3.4.2 Results
To investigate the effect on valve dynamics of accounting for the bending stiffness
of the leaflets, two simulations are carried out. In one simulation, we include the
bending stiffness of the chordae but not of the valve leaflets; in the other simu-
lation, we account for both chordal and leaflet bending stiffness. The simulated
valve opening sequences, as viewed from the inlet boundary of the circular tube
in which the valve is mounted, are shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 panels
(a) and (b). The corresponding experimental recordings are shown in Figure
3.9 and Figure 3.10 panel (c). Note that while the valve is open, the posterior
chordae are clearly more taut than the anterior chordae. This is a consequence
of the particular design of this mitral prosthesis. Specifically, the motion of the
posterior leaflet is more constrained than that of the anterior leaflet. Notice that
this phenomenon is observed both in the simulations and in the experiment. This
design defect also causes large strain and stress, as discussed in previous studies
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Watton et al. [2007, 2008].
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 clearly demonstrate that the best agreement between
simulation and experiment is obtained when both the chordal and the leaflet
bending stiffness are included in the model. In particular, the model that includes
leaflet and chordae bending rigidity does not suffer from over-opening at the
beginning of diastolic phase. From our previous research Watton et al. [2007,
2008], when we neglect the bending stiffness of the leaflets, the leaflets are overly
flexible, permitting the development of a much larger orifice in comparison to the
experimental results. In fact, in the case when only leaflets bending rigidity is
included, part of the anterior leaflet still exceeds the boundary of the annulus
while in the case when both leaflets and chordae bending stiffness are included,
such over-opening phenomenon is not observed. These results also suggest that
chordal bending rigidity plays an important role in proper valve closure. The fact
that the chordae exert forces that act to close the valve is clearly seen in the side
view in Figure 3.11 at t = 0.4 s. A similar phenomenon can also be seen in the
experimental pictures around this time; see Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10(c).
The fluid pressure field generated by the model is shown in Figure 3.12 at times
when the valve is fully open and is fully closed. The valve opens at a driving
pressure difference of approximately 8 mmHg, and is subject to a significant,
physiological pressure load when closed. These diastolic loading conditions are
substantially more realistic than those of the earlier simulations.
The flow rates yielded by the model with and without leaflet bending stiffness
are shown in Figure 3.13. It is interesting to see that if we only include the
chordal stiffness, the computed flow rate is much larger than the experimental
data, because the valve over-opens and yields an unrealistically low resistance
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Figure 3.9: View of the mitral valve from the inflow boundary during first half cy-
cle (0 - 0.1 s). (a) The model valve with both chordal and leaflet bending stiffness,
(b) the model valve with only chordal bending stiffness, and (c) the experimental
recording. The bending stiffness of the chordae assist in valve closure; however,
to prevent over-opening of the valve leaflets, it is necessary also to include leaflet
bending stiffness in the model.
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Figure 3.10: View of the mitral valve from the inflow boundary during second
half cycle (0.15 - 0.55 s). (a) The model valve with both chordal and leaflet
bending stiffness, (b) the model valve with only chordal bending stiffness, and (c)
the experimental recording. The bending stiffness of the chordae assist in valve
closure; however, to prevent over-opening of the valve leaflets, it is necessary also
to include leaflet bending stiffness in the model.
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Figure 3.11: View of the model mitral valve, with both leaflet and chordal bending
stiffness, showing that the chordae help to close the valve at t = 0.4 s
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Figure 3.12: The fluid pressure field along a plane bisecting the model valve,
shown when the mitral valve is fully open and fully closed. We remark that a
realistic pressure load can be established when the valve is closed only by using
pressure boundary conditions at both the inlet and the outlet of the model
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Figure 3.13: Flow rates computed by the IB MV models with and without
chordae-bending stiffness, along with flow rates measured from the experimental
test rig shown in Figure 3.7. Agreement between the model results and the ex-
perimental data is best when the model includes both chordal and leaflet bending
stiffness
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Figure 3.14: Effective valve orifice area as a function of time during the opening
phase, estimated with the Gorlin formula as described in results
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to forward flow. Adding bending stiffness to the leaflets leads to a much closer
agreement between simulation and experiments, including reduced oscillations in
the flow record after valve closure.
The simulated and experimental effective valve orifice areas are plotted in Figure






in which A is the effective orifice area in cm2, Q is the flow rate in ml/ s, dPUB
is the pressure difference between stations U and B in mmHg, and C = 1/(0.7 ∗
44.5∗0.06) is an empirical constant Rapaport [1985]. It should be mentioned that
the Gorlin formula is derived from a simplified description of fluid dynamics that
can result in inaccuracies if the flow transients are strong, as occurs during valve
opening and closure. We remark that the normal orifice area of a native mitral
valve is 4-6 cm2, whereas the estimated orifice area in both the experiment and
in the simulation with leaflet bending forces is only about 2.5 cm2, suggesting the
need for further improvement to the current design.
3.5 Discussion and conclusion
In this study, we presented simulation results obtained via a fluid-structure inter-
action model of a chorded prosthetic mitral valve, and we compared these results
to measurements obtained from corresponding experiments using a real valve
prosthesis. Our model accounted for both the chordal and leaflet bending stiff-
ness, and it used a formally second-order accurate immersed boundary method.
Previous simulations by this group using a first-order accurate immersed bound-
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ary method and periodic boundary conditions Watton et al. [2007, 2008]; Yin et al.
[2010] suggested that the model mitral valve would not close unless additional
pressure is added. This study shows that, by including the chordal bending force
in the model, the closure dynamics of the valve are improved significantly. Unless
we include leaflet bending stiffness in our model, however, the valve leaflets re-
main overly flexible. Specifically, without such bending-resistant forces, the valve
over-opens during the initial portion of the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle,
resulting in a valve orifice that is significantly larger than observed in correspond-
ing experiments. Much better agreement in valve orifice size is achieved when we
include the valve leaflet bending force. In addition, non-physical oscillations that
occur upon valve closure are greatly reduced when such forces are included in the
model. These findings highlight the importance of accounting for the bending
stiffness in the dynamic simulation of the mitral valve.
The current model has been improved from our previous mitral valve models
Griffith et al. [2009]; Watton et al. [2007, 2008]; Yin et al. [2010] in several im-
portant aspects. Pressure boundary conditions are imposed, and the mechanical
representation has been improved by accounting for the bending rigidity of the
leaflets and the chordae. In addition, the model predictions are much closer to
experimental data throughout the cardiac cycle, including both the opening and
closing phases. We have also performed a quantitative verification of the present
IB method for a challenging problem in collapsible channel flow.
The present work also has several limitations. First, the mechanical structure
of the mitral valve is modelled quite simply as a mesh of elastic fibres, and the
bending stiffness is only provided along each fibre. This may contribute to the dis-
crepancy between the predicated results and the experimental data, a discrepancy
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that is reduced but not eliminated by the present model; see Figure 3.9, Figure
3.10 and Figure 3.13. To better model the non-linear mechanical behaviour of
the mitral valve leaflets, it may be important to use a modelling approach that
permits more sophisticated elasticity models. One approach would be to employ a
finite element discretization of the valve, and to use experimentally characterised
strain-energy functionals to describe the elasticity of the valve leaflets. Extensions
of the immersed boundary method that permit such FE-based elasticity models
have been developed over the past decade Boffi et al. [2008]; Griffith and Luo
[2012]; Liu et al. [2006]; Zhang and Gay [2007]; Zhang et al. [2004], and one such
extension of the IB method is already implemented within the IBAMR software
used to perform the simulations described in chapter 5 Griffith and Luo [2012].
Second, although more realistic pressure boundary conditions are implemented in
the present simulations, these boundary conditions do not include any feedback
mechanisms that are able to adjust the flow and pressure resulting from compli-
ances in the experimental set-up. We believe that the lack of realistic compliance
in the loading conditions is the principal reason for the oscillations seen after t
= 0.5 s in our simulations. Future work on incorporating more realistic loading
conditions is clearly required. Third, the annular ring in our model is assumed
to be planar and fixed in space, whereas in case of a native valve, it is saddle
shaped and deformable. In fact, in the real valve prosthesis, even though is not
strictly planar,the annulus is rigid, accounting for this in the model may not be
required to obtain realistic chordal force distributions and leaflet stresses Prot
et al. [2009]. Finally, although the mitral valve is generally described as a passive
structure, Prot and Skallerud [2009] found that their finite element mitral valve
model yields unrealistic deformations when the active muscle fibres of the anterior
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leaflet are neglected. A passive model of the mitral valve leaflets is appropriate in
the present setting, in which we are modelling a passive polyurethane mitral valve
prosthesis; however, the results of Prot and Skallerud suggest that our model may
be of limited use if applied to interpret the behaviour of a native mitral valve.
In summary, we have successfully simulated the dynamic behaviour of a chorded
mitral valve prosthesis and, in doing so, highlighted the importance of account-
ing for the bending stiffness of the leaflets and artificial chordae tendineae of the
valve prosthesis. Although our observations are drawn from an immersed bound-
ary model of the mitral valve prosthesis that describes the elasticity of the valve
in terms of systems of elastic fibres, we believe these findings would apply equally
to native mitral valve with more traditional continuum-based descriptions. That
is to say, we expect that a valve leaflet model that does not account for bending
stiffness is unlikely to perform adequately in the dynamic setting. Therefore, con-
structing the realistic, dynamical models of the cardiac valves that are needed to
improve clinical outcomes for the large number of patients suffering from valvu-
lar heart diseases will require either a shell-type formulation, like that used in





interaction model of the human
mitral valve
The human mitral valve (MV) consists of a large anterior-medial leaflet and a
smaller posterior-lateral leaflet, which are both connected to the left ventricu-
lar papillary muscles via multiple fibrous chordae tendineae. As cardiovascular
diseases are the leading cause of death worldwide, an understanding of mitral
valve bio-mechanics is pivotal for optimization of surgical procedures aimed at
restoring normal mitral valve function in pathological subjects. Computational
models can realistically capture the main anatomical and functional features of
the mitral valve, hence provide detailed spatial and temporal data that may not
be easily obtained experimentally. In this chapter, an in-vivo human mitral valve
geometry model is derived from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data, and
then solved using the Immersed Boundary Method with Adaptive Mesh Refine-
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ment (IBAMR) Griffith et al. [2009] under a physiological left-atrium-ventricle
pressure loading.
High resolution anatomical imaging was performed on a healthy 28-year-old vol-
unteer using a 3T MRI system (Siemens). A stack of MR images (3-mm slice
thickness) were obtained in an apical long-axis left ventricular outflow tracts
(LVOT) view to cover the entire mitral valve. A MATLAB-based GUI interface
was developed to load, interpolate and assemble the coordinates of segmentation
landmarks, which was then put into the CUBIT tool suite for reconstructing the
in-vivo 3D mesh. Using the immersed boundary method, we have simulated the
dynamics of the patient-specific mitral valve model under realistic left-atrium
pressure loading. Analysis shows that the patient-specific mitral valve geometry
has a significant influence on the simulation results. We quantitatively validate
the computed orifice area, opening configuration and flow with clinical measure-
ments. Our framework of the integrated human mitral valve simulations may be
developed to provide further tools for mitral valve therapy planning.
4.1 Introduction
Comprehensive assessment of mitral valve physiology and patho-physiology re-
quires detailed modelling of patient anatomy and dynamics, and for such assess-
ments to be clinically useful, they must be based on noninvasive imaging data.
Dynamic modelling of mitral valve biomechanics is made challenging by the large
deformations experienced by the leaflets, the anisotropic nonlinear elastic be-
haviour of the valvular tissue, and the pulsatile haemodynamic loads during the
cardiac cycle. In addition, there is large inter-subject variability in the anatomy
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of the mitral valve apparatus. Imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance
(MR) imaging and echocardiography Gabriel et al. [2005] allow the visualisation
of the cardiac valves and provide data needed to link anatomy to valvular func-
tion, but such imaging modalities do not yield information on the loads applied
to the valve that arise from the coupled fluid and structural dynamics of the valve
and the blood Lau et al. [2010]. Numerical simulation has the potential to pro-
vide detailed biomechanical data, such as in vivo loads and tissue stresses, that
may not be easily determined by standard clinical or experimental techniques.
Therefore, imaging-derived computational models that account for the observed
physiological conditions are an avenue to further quantitative and qualitative in-
sight into valvular function. Such data could be used to develop quantitative
methods for determining patient-specific medical and surgical strategies for the
treatment of valvular heart diseases.
Computational studies of the mitral valve have been performed by a number
of groups, many of whom have used structural modelling to study mitral valve
biomechanics Lim et al. [2005]; Prot et al. [2010]; Skallerud et al. [2011]; Votta
et al. [2006, 2007]. Because of the strong interaction between the blood flow with
the mitral valve leaflets and the left ventricular wall, models of the full dynamic
behaviour of the mitral valve require the description of fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) Lau et al. [2010]. Kunzelman, Einstein, and co-workers were the first to
use a three-dimensional fluid-coupled computational model to simulate normal
and diseased mitral function Einstein et al. [2003, 2005]; Kunzelman et al. [1993,
1997, 1998]; A limitation of most of these studies is that the valve geometries
have typically been taken to be symmetric about the mid-line of the anterior
and posterior leaflets Lim et al. [2005]; however, the mitral valve is a fully three-
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dimensional structure.
In chapter 3, we have developed a fully three-dimensional FSI model of a pros-
thetic mitral valve Luo et al. [2012], in which the dynamic behaviour of a chorded
polyurethane mitral prosthesis was modelled using the immersed boundary (IB)
method, which accounts for the fluid-structure interaction between the blood flow
and the mitral valve leaflets. We also demonstrated the effects of incorporating a
model of the bending rigidity of the valve leaflets and chordae, which are needed
to obtain accurate flow rates and open configurations, despite the fact that mitral
valve leaflets are extremely thin structures. However, unlike the natural valve,
this prosthesis is in fact symmetric about the mid-lines of the leaflets.
In this chapter, we exploit the same immersed boundary method as described in
chapter 2 and chapter 3, and describe dynamic modelling of the human mitral
valve that uses patient-specific anatomy derived from MR imaging data along
with physiological loading conditions. In our simulations, the image-derived mi-
tral valve model is mounted in a semi-rigid tube, and dynamic boundary condi-
tions are imposed at the inlet and outlet of this tube to produce physiological
transvalvular pressure differences. The equations of fluid-structure interaction
are solved using a staggered-grid version Griffith [2012a,b] of a formally second-
order accurate IB method Griffith and Peskin [2005]; Lai and Peskin [2000]. We
use families of elastic fibres that resist extension, compression, and bending to
model the thin mitral valve leaflets and the chordae tendinae, using measured hu-
man mitral valve material properties Clark [1973]; Clark and Butterworth [1971];
Ghista and Rao [1972]; Kunzelman et al. [1993]; Lim et al. [2005]; McDonald
et al. [2002]. We use a physiological driving pressure waveform Levick [2012] to
simulate a complete cardiac cycle.
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Figure 4.1: Magnetic resonance images of the mitral valve. (a) Illustration of the
image coordinate defining the valve position; (b) Illustration of the image plane
positioned to cover the whole valve (top view from left atrium along long axis);
(b)Illustration of the image plane positioned to cover the whole valve (4 chamber
view );(d) Left ventricle outflow tract of the mitral valve MR image showing the
anterior and posterior leaflets
4.2 Human mitral valve model
4.2.1 Geometry reconstruction from magnetic resonance
images
A cine MR scan was performed on a healthy 28-year-old male volunteer using a
3-Tesla MRI system (Verio, Siemens, Germany). Thirteen planes including the
left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) were used for mitral valve imaging to cover
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Figure 4.2: Mitral valve reconstruction. (a) Mitral annulus measurement from a
long-axis slice of the valve. (b) Mitral annulus measurement from a short-axis
four-chamber view. (c) The final manual segmentation determined from images
assembled along the annulus ring.
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Figure 4.3: Anterior and posterior leaflet meshes.
the entire mitral valve, as shown in Figure 4.1(a), indicated by the green lines
superimposed on the two-chamber view. The parameters for the mitral valve
MRI scan were: slice thickness: 3 mm with 0 mm gap; matrix size: 432 × 572;
pixel size: 0.7× 0.7 mm2; frame rate: 25 per cardiac cycle. The mitral valve was
reconstructed at the middle of diastole when the mitral valve is opened fully using
an in-house graphic user interface implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks
Inc., Natick,MA,United States), see detailed process in Appendix A.
The general steps for mitral valve reconstruction included:
• Annulus ring reconstruction. For simplicity, the annulus ring was assumed
to be an ellipse projected on a plane defined by the mitral valve long axis
and short axis shown in Figure 4.2(a, b).
• Two-dimensional leaflet segmentation. Mitral valve leaflets were manually
segmented on LVOT views using two detached lines to represent the anterior
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and posterior leaflets. MR images for the same views at other times were
also used to help identify mitral valve boundaries.
• Leaflet assembly. Mitral valve leaflet segmentations from the stack of images
were assembled along the reconstructed annulus rings as shown in Figure
4.2(c).
• Mesh generation. The assembled leaflet were imported into CUBIT to con-
struct the final three-dimensional mesh.
Figure 4.3 Shows the final mesh obtained from the CUBIT mesh generation soft-
ware. The leaflet surfaces are very irregular, with a concave surface in the front
of the anterior leaflet and a convex face close to the annulus when facing the left
ventricle.
4.2.2 Material properties of the mitral leaflets
It has been reported that the modulus of elasticity of the mitral valve leaflets does
not vary significantly with deformation Miller et al. [1981]. We therefore model
the mitral valve leaflets as a linear isotropic material with a Young’s modulus
of 0.8 MPa following previous studies on sheep mitral valve Kunzelman et al.
[1993]; Lim et al. [2005]. Lim et al. also assumed that the thickness of the leaflets
is uniform Lim et al. [2005]. In this approach, we consider two approaches to
determine the thickness of the leaflets, following the measurements on a human
mitral valve McDonald et al. [2002]. One approach assumes that both leaflets
have the same uniform thickness of 0.94 mm, and the other sets the thickness of
the anterior leaflet to be 0.97 mm and the thickness of the posterior leaflet to be
0.92 mm McDonald et al. [2002].
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4.2.3 Chordae tendinae
We include descriptions of only the primary chordae tendineae. In our model,
these are attached to the free margin of the leaflet and run through the leaflets to
the annulus ring. The number and location of the chordae are based on anatom-
ical descriptions Muresian [2009]; Sakai et al. [1999]. Each of the chordae is
attached to one of two points positioned in a plane 40 mm above the annular
plane that are taken to represent the papillary muscle groups. A total of 22
evenly distributed marginal chordae are defined and between the papillary tips
and leaflet free edges Hammer et al. [2008]; Votta et al. [2008], with 14 associated
with the posterior leaflet and 8 with the anterior leaflet; see Figure 4.4. Both
the mitral annulus and the papillary tips are fixed in space. The resting lengths
of the chordae are set to be longer than their initial lengths to provide slack
that permits the leaflets to close when subjected to a realistic systolic pressure
load. Each of the chordae was assumed to have a uniform cross-sectional area of
1.15 mm2 and an elastic modulus of 22 MPa Kunzelman et al. [1997].
4.2.4 Driving and loading conditions
We simulate the valve dynamics for a complete cardiac cycle of 0.7 s, starting at
mid-diastole, which was the time at which the MR images used to construct the
leaflet geometry were obtained. It is convenient to specify the pressure difference
between the inlet and outlet of the tube in which the mitral valve is mounted.
Because subject-specific transvalvular pressure data were not available, we instead
use a typical physiological pressure profile based on human clinical data Levick
[2012]. A similar approach was adopted in previous mitral valve models Prot
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Figure 4.4: A total of 22 marginal chordae are defined between the papillary
tips and leaflet free edges. In our simulations, the papillary tips and the mitral
annulus are fixed in place.
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Figure 4.5: Typical time courses of the left ventricular (green) and left atrial
(blue) pressures. The left ventricular pressure has scaled to match the peak
systolic pressure of the volunteer. The difference between these curves is the
transvalvular pressure difference (dash-dot) imposed in the simulations. In our
simulation, we particularly assume that the complete cardiac cycle is from 0 to
0.7 s
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et al. [2009]; Stevanella et al. [2011b]. Here we have rescaled the data so that the
peak systolic pressure is 150 mmHg, matching that of the volunteer; see Figure
4.5.
4.3 Computational results
In the simulations, the mitral valve annulus is fixed to a housing disc that is
mounted in a semi-rigid circular tube that is immersed in a 16 cm× 8 cm× 8 cm
fluid box, as shown in Figure 4.6. A transvalvular pressure gradient is prescribed
across the length of the tube, and zero-pressure boundary conditions are employed
along the remainder of the domain boundary Griffith et al. [2009]. The fluid
pressure and instantaneous streamlines generated by the model are shown in
Figure 4.7 when the valve is fully open and is fully closed. The valve opens at
a driving pressure of approximately 10 mmHg and is subject to a physiological
downstream pressure load of 150 mmHg when fully closed. Our simulations use
a formally second-order accurate staggered-grid IB method Griffith [2012a,b];
Griffith et al. [2009]. In our simulation, the time step size was set to be 4t =
1.25 × 10−5 s, with 42576 elements in total. This time step size was empirically
determined to be approximately the largest stable time step size permitted by the
model. Therefore, computing a complete 0.7 s cardiac cycle requires 5.6 million
time steps, which required approximately 6 days on a Dell Unix workstation
(8-cores Intel Xeon X5450 3.0 GHz processors).
The closed and open configurations of the model valve are shown in Figure 4.8
along with the corresponding MR images. Notice that in the septilateral di-
rection, the MR image shows that the anterior leaflet surface was convex (with
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Figure 4.6: The mitral annulus is fixed to a housing disc and mounted at the
location of z = 4 cm in a semi-rigid circular tube of length 16 cm. The valve
apparatus, including the valve leaflets and chordae tendinae, are attached to the
annulus. These structures are all immersed in a 16 cm× 8 cm× 8 cm rectangular
fluid box.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: (a) The fluid pressure field along a plane bisecting the mitral valve,
shown when the mitral valve is fully open (top), plotted from -1.5 mmHg to
5.6 mmHg, and fully closed (bottom), plotted from -150 mmHg and -0.75 mmHg.
(b) The corresponding instantaneous streamlines of the flow, coloured by the
velocity magnitude (top: from 0 to 2.3 m/s , originated from inlet, and bottom:
from 0 to 0.35 m/s , originated from outlet).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Side view of the mitral valve at the end of diastole (t = 0.005 s, top);
fully opened (t = 0.1 s, middle); and early systole (t = 0.3 s, bottom). (a) MR
imaging data; (b) model results obtained when using a uniform thickness for the
two leaflets; and (c) model results obtained when using different thickness for the
anterior and posterior leaflets. Notice the model that includes differences in the
thickness of the leaflets is in better agreement with the clinical data.
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respect to the left ventricle) near the annulus and concave near the free edge
throughout systole and diastole. Such a pattern is consistent not only with re-
ports from animal models Karlsson et al. [1998]; Kvitting et al. [2010] but also
with experimental observations in human Ryan et al. [2008]. In our simulations,
the aforementioned curvature pattern can be seen in diastole when we use either
a uniform leaflet thickness or different thicknesses for the anterior and posterior
leaflets, but is only observed in systole when we use different thicknesses for the
leaflets. A more detailed comparison of results obtained when using these dif-
ferent assumptions is shown in Figure 4.9, where the chordae embedded in the
anterior leaflets are used to show the shape of the leaflet. These results make
it clear that when we assume that both leaflets have same thickness, the stiff-
ness of the anterior leaflet is underestimated and stiffness of posterior leaflet is
overestimated.
The flow rate through the valve is shown in Figure 4.10. It again demonstrates
that the model that uses different thickness for the anterior and posterior leaflets
leads to a closer agreement to the measurements, and also reduces the oscillations
that occur when the valve is closing. We remark that the second peak in the
measured flow rate is due to regurgitant flow that occurs at the onset of atrium
systole. This additional ventricular loading is not considered in our simulation.
4.4 Discussion and conclusions
In this study, we described the development of an anatomically realistic human
mitral valve model based on in vivo MR imaging data, and we presented fully
three-dimensional FSI simulations using this model under physiological, dynamic
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Figure 4.9: The shape of the mitral valve in the closed configuration as shown by
fibres embedded in the leaflets for the cases in which different thickness are used
for the leaflets (red-solid) and the case in which the same thickness is used for both
leaflets (blue-dotted). This view shows that the anterior leaflet is convex near
the annulus and concave near the free edge only when we use different thickness
for the two leaflets.
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Figure 4.10: Flow rates produced by the mitral valve models along with clinical
flow data obtained from phase contrast cine MRI measured across the mitral
valve orifice. Agreement between the model results and the experimental data is
best when the model includes different thickness for the anterior and posterior
leaflets. We don’t compare the flow rate after 0.45 s for the mitral valve is fully
closed and the flow rate converges to 0.
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transvalvular pressure loads. An initial validation of the model is provided by
comparing the computed opening shape and flow rates to clinical measurements
from the volunteer who provided the anatomical data used to construct the model.
Recent in vivo studies have highlighted the importance of anterior leaflet shape
in mitral valve closure Stevanella et al. [2011b]. The anterior leaflet was observed
clinically to be convex (with respect to the LV) near the annulus, and concave
close to the free edges in the septilateral direction Karlsson et al. [1998]; Kvitting
et al. [2010]; Ryan et al. [2008]. This shape is observed in our simulations, but
only when we assign physiological thickness McDonald et al. [2002] to the two
leaflets. These results suggest that differences in the thickness of the leaflets
play an important role in maintaining the physiological curvature of the mitral
valve. Accounting for the difference in the thickness of the leaflets also reduces
the effective resistance of the valve and increases the flow rate during diastole,
yielding better agreement between the computed flow rate and the clinical data.
The flow rate is proportional to the opening orifice of the mitral valve Gorlin
and Gorlin [1951a], which is one of the key aspects in mitral valve performance.
These results highlight that these thickness differences also have an important
functional role.
We note, however, that there still exists some degree of discrepancy between the
computed and the measured flow rate, particularly at the flow decelerating phase
- much greater oscillations are seen in the computed flow rate compared to the
measured one. We comment that this is primarily due to the lack of realistic
compliance in the loading condition in our model Luo et al. [2012]. In this model,
we also assumed the uniform thickness within each leaflet. In the real valve,
however, the thickness is not spatially uniform McDonald et al. [2002]. All these
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could have additional impacts in the shape changes but have not been taken into
account in this work. Another improvement need to be done is that the annulus
ring constructed in this chapter is an ellipse orifice projected on the annulus plane,
whereas in case of a native valve, it is saddle shaped and deformable. In chapter
5, we improve the mitral valve geometry for incorporating saddle shaped annulus
and then compare the differences in valve opening and closing between case with
planar annulus and case with saddle shaped annulus.
It was convenient to develop the initial geometrical model of the mitral valve
leaflets from a fully open configuration. We also kept the mitral annulus and
papillary muscle tips fixed in space. Doing so required us to set the resting
lengths of the chordae to be longer than their initial lengths to allow the valve to
close when subjected to a physiological pressure load. A more realistic approach,
not considered here, would be to consider the kinematics of the papillary tips, as
done previously Watton et al. [2008]; Yin et al. [2010].
Another limitation of this work is the relatively simple isotropic material model
that is used to describe the mitral valve leaflets. The real valve is anisotropic,
with collagen fibres distributed along the circumferential direction. In chapter 5,
we overcome this problem by replacing the present fibre-based elasticity model
by a non-linear finite element model using a recent extension of the immersed
boundary method Griffith and Luo [2012] that accounts for biological material





FSI modelling of the human
mitral valve
The patient-specific human mitral valve geometry model is improved by incor-
porating spatial annulus ring by integrating physical information from in vivo
cardiac magnetic resonance imaging data for finite element mesh reconstruc-
tion. This mitral valve model is then simulated under a physiological left-atrium-
ventricle pressure loading using a finite element version of the immersed boundary
method that allows us to discretize the structure via standard finite element meth-
ods. Unlike most other extensions of the immersed boundary method to use finite
element elasticity Boffi et al. [2008]; Liu et al. [2006]; Zhang and Gay [2007]; Zhang
et al. [2004], however, this approach retains a Cartesian grid finite difference dis-
cretization of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation. One advantage of this
numerical scheme is that it significantly improves computational efficiency as it
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enables us to use Lagrangian meshes that are much coarser than the background
Eulerian grid as compared to the traditional approach. A transversely isotropic
material constitutive model is used for characterizing the mechanical behaviour
of the mitral valve tissue based on recent mechanical tests of healthy human mi-
tral leaflet Wang et al. [2012]. Simulation results exhibit better agreement in
flow rate and reduced oscillations when compared to experiment measurements
and previous simulation Ma et al. [2012]. The stresses in posterior leaflet are
found to be lower than in the anterior leaflet, as the posterior leaflet is smaller
and carries less load. In the anterior leaflet, the maximum stresses are observed
close to the annulus trigones and free edges of the valve leaflets. These areas
are located where the leaflet has the highest curvature. Comparison case elimi-
nating the chordae tendineae in material model is established and valve prolapse
occur in such case. We also observe unrealistic high jet flow in diastole without
chordae in the model. These studies show that the existence of chordae tendinea
plays an important role in regulating the flow through mitral orifice when valve
is opening; both chordae and collagen fibres distributed along the circumferential
direction help prevent regurgitation and valve prolapse when valve is closing. Our
simulation results also shows that the methodology in this study could generate
a patient-specific finite element mitral valve model that closely replicates the in
vivo mitral valve dynamic motion during middle diastole and systole.
5.1 Introduction
Dysfunction of the mitral valve causes significant mortality and remains a major
medical problem worldwide. In order to assess pathologies, an improved un-
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derstanding of healthy valve and its tissues is highly demanded. Nowadays, the
diagnostics obtained using MRI have matured to a level showing very good details
of valve motion and blood flow velocities in vivo. However, such imaging modali-
ties do not yield information on the loads applied to the valve that arise from the
coupled fluid and structural dynamics of the valve and the blood Lau et al. [2010].
Therefore, imaging-derived computational models, especially finite element mod-
els that account for the observed physiological conditions are an avenue to further
quantitative and qualitative insight into valvular function. Such data could be
used to develop quantitative methods for determining patient-specific medical
and surgical strategies for the treatment of valvular heart diseases.
In chapter 4, we developed a patient-specific three-dimensional fluid structure
interaction model of native mitral valve Ma et al. [2012]. In our study, we de-
scribed dynamic modelling of the human mitral valve that used patient-specific
anatomy derived from MR imaging data along with physiological loading con-
ditions. Analysis showed that the patient-specific mitral valve geometry has a
significant influence on the simulation results and we validated the computed
opening height and flow with clinical measurements. One major limitation of
this work is the relatively simple isotropic fibre-aligned model that is used to de-
scribe the mitral valve leaflets. The real valve is anisotropic, with collagen fibres
distributed along the circumferential direction. To better model this non-linear
mechanical behaviour of the mitral valve leaflets, a finite element model of the
valve with experimentally characterised strain-energy functions to describe the
elasticity of the valve leaflets are highly required.
In this chapter, we use a newly developed finite element version of immersed
boundary method described in chapter 2 that combines a Cartesian grid finite
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difference method for incompressible fluid dynamics with a nodal finite element
method for non-linear elasticity. The mathematical formulation and numerical
method require only the specification of a Lagrangian stress tensor to describe the
material response of the immersed structure. An improved patient specific mi-
tral valve model is simulated under a physiological left-atrium-ventricle pressure
loading with spatial annulus geometry incorporated from in vivo cardiac magnetic
resonance imaging data. A hypo-elastic transversely isotropic material constitu-
tive model is used for characterizing the mechanical behaviour of the mitral valve
tissue based on a recent mechanical tests of healthy human leaflets Wang et al.
[2012]. Simulation results shows that the methodology in this study could gen-
erate a patient-specific finite element mitral valve model that could replicate the
in vivo mitral valve dynamics during diastole and systole.
5.2 Patient-specific mitral valve model
5.2.1 Mitral valve geometrical model
A cine MR scan was performed on the same healthy 28-year-old male volunteer
as described in chapter 4 using a 3-Tesla MRI system (Verio, Siemens, Germany).
The study was approved by the ethics committee at the University of Glasgow,
and written informed consent was obtained before the scan. Twelve planes includ-
ing the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) were used for mitral valve imaging
to cover the entire mitral valve, with typical parameters as follows: slice thick-
ness: 3 mm with 0 mm gap; matrix size: 432 × 572; pixel size: 0.7 × 0.7 mm2;
frame rate: 25 per cardiac cycle. The mitral valve was reconstructed at the
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middle of diastole when the mitral valve is fully opened using an in-house MAT-
LAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, United States) graphic user interface
implementation, see detailed process in Appendix A.
The general steps for mitral valve reconstruction is similar to the previous work
in Chapter 4 except a spatial annulus ring is constructed rather than to use an
ellipse projected on the orifice plane Ma et al. [2012] and we assume the valve
leaflets have uniform thickness of 1 mm:
• Leaflet segmentation: Valvular structures were manually defined on LVOT
views in each cut-plane: multiple points defining anterior and posterior pro-
file were selected and connected through cubic splines, assuming a uniform
thickness of 1 mm, as shown in Figure 5.1(a);
• Annulus ring: In each cut-plane, physical position of the points that connect
mitral leaflet and ventricle wall were identified as annulus landmarks, see
Figure 5.1(b). Annulus spatial geometry was then reconstructed by joining
those landmarks together in SolidWorks, as shown in Figure 5.3(a);
• Papillary attachment points: Two papillary attachment points were identi-
fied from LVOT and short axis view, as shown in Figure 5.1(b);
• Vavular substructure assembly: Three-dimensional coordinates of the points
defining anterior, posterior, papillary attachment points were reconstructed
and assembled from the position of the image lattice to the real physical
position as shown in Figure 5.2;
• Geometry reconstruction: The segmented leaflets, papillary attachment
points were imported into SolidWorks (Dassault Syste`mes SolidWorks Corp.,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1: (a) Mitral valve leaflets were manually segmented on left ventricular
outflow tract (LVOT) views using two detached lines to represent the anterior
and posterior leaflets. (b) Three-dimensional position of two papillary muscle
attachment points were identified from LVOT view (greensquare); In each LVOT
cut-plane, physical position of the points that connect mitral leaflet and ventricle
wall were identified as annulus benchmarks, which then imported to SolidWorks
to generate spatial annulus ring geometry (blue square).
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Figure 5.2: Mitral valve geometry reconstructed and assembled using an in-house
MATLAB graphic user interface implementation, where anterior leaflet (blue),
posterior leaflet (red) and papillary muscle attachment points (green square)
were mapped together
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.3: (a) The final 3D mitral valve model generated by SolidWorks (Das-
sault Syste`mes SolidWorks Corp., Waltham, MA, USA) with anterior, posterior
and chordae; The spatial annulus ring by connecting annulus landmarks using
cubic spline is shown in blue line; (b) The mitral vale model geometry was then
imported into ICEM (ANSYS Inc. PA, USA) for tetrahedral FE mesh genera-
tion. The anterior leaflet has 31,708 elements, the posterior leaflet has 18,486
elements, the chordae has 11,164 elements ; (c) The circumferential fibre orien-
tation in anterior; (d) The circumferential fibre orientation in posterior;
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Waltham, MA, USA) for geometrical reconstruction using the ‘surface loft’
method. The final 3D mitral valve model geometry was reconstructed by
stitching surfaces together with respect to the anterior and posterior leaflets,
see Figure 5.3(a);
• Chordae tendinae: A total of 16 evenly distributed marginal chordae were
defined based on anatomical descriptions, with 10 associated with the pos-
terior leaflet and 6 with the anterior leaflet, each connected to one of the
two papillary attachment points as shown in Figure 5.3(a); Noticed that
here we use 16 chordae compared to 22 chordae in chapter 4 as for simplic-
ity. As they all evenly spread into the leaflets, the total contribution of the
chordae should remain the same.
• Mesh generation: The mitral vale geometry model was then imported into
ICEM (ANSYS Inc. PA, USA) for tetrahedral finite element mesh gener-
ation. There are 97,931 elements in total: the anterior leaflet has 31,708
elements, the posterior leaflet has 18,486 elements, the chordae has 11,164
elements and the housing disc has 28,253 elements, as shown in Figure
5.3(b);
• Collagen fibre architecture: Mitral valve collagen fibres directions oriented
in the circumferential direction (parallel along annulus) May-Newman and
Yin [1998] were constructed within each element using MATLAB to account
for the transversely isotropic material properties of the mitral valve leaflets,
as shown in Figure 5.3(c) and Figure 5.3(d). These initial fibre directions
will then be put into the main program for calculating Piola-Kirchhoff stress
in each time step.
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5.2.2 Mitral valve material model
Biaxial testing of anterior leaflet and posterior leaflet May-Newman and Yin
[1995, 1998] revealed that both leaflets exhibit large deformations and behave
anisotropically, being stiffer along the circumferential direction with the collagen
fibres oriented predominantly parallel to the annular muscle shelf. Therefore, we
assume that mitral valve tissue is a transversely isotropic material characterized
by a strain energy function W derived from Holzapfel [2000] with strain invariants
I1, If :
W (I1, If ) = Wiso(I1) +Waniso(If ) (5.1)
Wiso(I1) is associated with isotropic mechanical response of the non-collagenous
matrix of the tissue:
Wiso(I1) = C1(I1 − 3) (5.2)










in which I1 = tr(C) and If = f0 · (Cf0), in which C = F> · F is the right Cauchy-
Green tensor, f0 denoting the unit vector that defines the preferential direction
of the fibres in the material in the reference configuration. F is the deformation
gradient tensor, defined as F = ∂x
∂X . Due to the crimp structure of collagen
fibres that they do not support compressive stresses which implies that they are
inactive in compression. Hence the relevant part of the anisotropic function in
Eqs.(5.3) is omitted when If ≤ 1, then the mitral valve responds similarly to a
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purely isotropic material described by the energy function in Eqs.(5.2). However,
in extension, that is when If > 1 , the collagen fibres are active and energy is
stored in the fibre. Specifically, if we eliminate the anisotropic part of strain
energy function, this will become Neo-Hookean material. C1 > 0, af > 0 are the
stress-like material parameters, and bf > 0 is dimensionless material parameter.
















S = 2C1 + 2af (If − 1) expbf (If−1)2f0 ⊗ f0 (5.5)
in which C = F>F is the right Cauchy-Green stress tensor. In the finite element
version of immersed boundary method, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor
P = FS is used to describe material properties that
P = 2C1F+ 2af (If − 1) expbf (If−1)2Ff0 ⊗ f0 (5.6)
The material parameters C1, af and bf were fitted to equal-biaxial in vitro tests
on a healthy human mitral valve carried out by Wang et al. [2012] as show in
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.4. Notice that in our study, we assume leaflets have only
one fibre family along circumferential direction. Therefore, in mitral valve axial
direction, the material behaviour is isotropic which yields differences in axial
measurements with Wang’s equal-biaxial results. In the present model, the fibres
are oriented parallel to the annulus (circumferential direction).
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Table 5.1: Material parameter values for the strain-energy function
MV C1 ( dyne/ cm
2) af ( dyne/ cm
2) bf
Anterior leaflets 1.7370e5 3.1275e5 55.9258
Posterior leaflets 1.0217e5 5.0011e5 63.4814
Figure 5.4: Material parameter fitted from Wang’s measurements on healthy
human mitral leaflets using least square method. Notice that in our study, we
assume leaflets have only one fibre family along circumferential direction. There-
fore, in mitral valve axial direction, the material behaviour is isotropic.
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5.2.3 Chordae tendineae
A total of 16 evenly distributed marginal chordae are defined based on anatomical
descriptions, with 10 associated with the posterior leaflet and 6 with the anterior
leaflet, each connected to one of the two papillary attachment points. Both the
mitral annulus and the papillary tips are fixed in space. The chordae tendineae
is assumed to be isotropic and modelled as a Neo-Hookean material:
W (I1) = C (I1 − 3) (5.7)
with material parameter C =9 Mpa from measurements of human mitral valve
chordae tendinae by Casado et al. [2012] in systole period (from 0.2 s to 0.55 s).
However, the chordae are in fact bundles of collagen fibres which should be stiffer
in systole when papillary muscle contracts and valve is closing, and softer in
diastole when papillary muscle relax and valve is opening. Therefore, we select
a smaller chordae tendineae material parameter value that the converged system
allows in diastole: C=0.54 MPa. Each of the chordae is assumed to have a
uniform cross-sectional area of 1.6 mm2.
5.2.4 Loading and boundary conditions
In the simulations, the mitral valve annulus is fixed to a housing disc that is
mounted in a semi-rigid circular tube immersed in a 16 cm×8 cm×8 cm fluid box,
as shown in Figure 5.5. The same transvalvular physiological pressure difference
is applied at the inlet and outlet of the tube (see figure.4.5) and zero-pressure
boundary conditions are employed along the remainder of the domain boundary.
Ma et al. [2012]. We simulate the valve dynamics for a complete cardiac cycle
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of 0.7 s, starting from mid-diastole, which is the time when the MR images were
used to construct the mitral valve geometry. In our simulation, the total element
number is 97931, and the largest stable time step size was set to be 4t = 2.5×
10−5 s. Therefore, computing a complete 0.7 s cardiac cycle requires 2.8 million
time steps, which required approximately 5 days on a Dell Unix workstation
(24-cores Intel Xeon X5650 2.67 GHz processors).
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Leaflet opening and closing
The fluid pressure and corresponding velocity field generated by the model are
shown in Figure 5.6 when the valve is fully open at t = 0.1 s and is fully closed
at t = 0.3 s. The valve opens at a realistically small driving pressure and closes
subject to the physiological downstream pressure loading of 150 mmHg.
In the simulation, complete closure of leaflets occurs at a low value of transvalvualar
pressure drop: when an approximate of 50 mmHg value was reached, the valve
leaflets is closed. Before reaching 150 mmHg of transvalvular pressure drop, the
valve undergoes only minor further deformations. The deformed shape of the
cross-sectional mitral valve leaflets compared to the corresponding MRI record-
ings cutting through apex in LVOT view are shown in figure 5.7. The opening and
closing configuration of simulated mitral valve shows good agreement with MRI
measurements. As observed from both MRI and simulation, the anterior leaflet
is convex (with respect to the LV) near the annulus, and is concave close to the
free edges in the septilateral direction. Notice that, the gap between the leaflets
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Figure 5.5: The saddle shaped mitral annulus is fixed to a non-planar rigid hous-
ing disc which gradually extended to and mounted at the location of z = −4 cm
in a semi-rigid circular tube of length 16 cm. The valve apparatus, including the
valve leaflets and chordae tendinae, are attached to the annulus. The chordae
are anchored to two fixed papillary attachment points which are located down-
stream of the valve. These structures are all immersed in a 16 cm× 8 cm× 8 cm
rectangular fluid box.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: (a) The fluid pressure field along the plane orthogonal to z axis, shown
at t = 0.1 s when the mitral valve is fully open (top), plotted from -23 mmHg
to 23 mmHg, and t = 0.3 s when the valve is fully closed (bottom), plotted from
-150 mmHg to 23 mmHg. (b) The corresponding fluid velocity field bisecting the
mitral valve, top panel: plotted from 0 to 205 cm/ s, and bottom panel: plotted
from 0 to 400 cm/ s.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.7: (a) The MRI recordings in LVOT long axis view which bisecting
the central line of mitral valve through apex showing the opening and closing
sequences in diastole and systole; (b) The different stages of cross-sectional mitral
valve in a whole cycle from a plane bisecting the middle-line of anterior and
posterior leaflet; the leaflets were coloured according to the total displacements,
the top row shows the initial configuration of the valve at t = 0 s; the middle
and the bottom row shows the opening and closing configuration of the leaflet at
t = 0.1 s when valve is fully open and at t = 0.3 s when valve is fully closed.
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Figure 5.8: Flow rates produced by the mitral valve models with immersed bound-
ary method (Orange line with square ) which is calculated and figured in 4.10 and
with finite element version of immersed boundary method (Green line with trian-
gle)along with measured flow data (Blue Dashdot )obtained from phase contrast
cine MRI. Both results from immersed boundary method and from finite element
version of immersed boundary method have good agreement to the experimental
measurement at the peak valve of the flow, but the oscillation time and range
was reduced when using finite element immersed boundary method.
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in the models is due to the numerical limitation related to immersed boundary
method.
The flow rate through the valve orifice is shown in Figure 5.8. A comparison to the
flow rate obtained from previous work Ma et al. [2012] has shown that by adding
experiment-based collagen-fibre-reinforced material properties into the leaflet the
oscillation time and magnitude of the flow are largely reduced when valve is
closed. It again demonstrates that this fluid-structure interaction simulation of
the mitral valve models under physiological pressure loading can provide close
prediction to the in vivo mitral valve dynamics. We remark that the second peak
in the measured flow rate is due to contraction of the left atrium. This additional
ventricular loading is not considered in our simulation.
5.3.2 Leaflet stress and strain
The collagen fibre orientation and the maximum principal strain and stress ori-
entation ( view from left ventricle) are plotted in Figure 5.9 at a systole pressure
of 150 mmHg. In the anterior and posterior leaflets, the fibre direction and the
maximum principal stress and strain direction are nearly aligned. This shows
that the maximum principal stress and strain are carried by the collagen fibres
in the mitral leaflets.
The maximum principle stress and strain distribution of the mitral valve leaflets
at a systole pressure of 150 mmHg is shown in Figure 5.10. Stress in the mitral
leaflets shows an asymmetric and anisotropic distribution. The stress in the
anterior was found to be higher than that in the posterior leaflet. Highest stress
occur at the region close to the fibrous trigones along annulus and close to the tip
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Figure 5.9: (a) The collagen fibre orientation plotted at a systole pressure of
150 mmHg; (b) the maximum principle strain orientation in the leaflets plotted
at a systole pressure of 150 mmHg; (c) the maximum principle stress orientation
in the leaflets plotted at a systole pressure of 150 mmHg
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.10: (a) The distribution of maximum principle strains (atrial view) at a
systole pressure of 150 mmHg; (b) The distribution of maximum principle stress
(atrial view) at a systole pressure of 150 mmHg;
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of mitral valve free edge and commissure edge. The maximum principal strain of
the mitral leaflets was 0.1463 in the circumferential directions and the maximum
principal stress of the mitral leaflets was 58.6 MPa.
5.3.3 Effect of chordae tendineae
A chordal effect analysis is conducted to compare the mitral valve systolic de-
formations with two cases: one with chordae tendineae in the model, and one
without. Unrealistic high speed jet flow through the mitral valve orifice when
opening is observed in the latter case in Figure 5.11(b). The anterior leaflets
bulge into the left atrium at a systolic pressure of 57 mmHg, shown in Figure
5.11(b) when chordae tendineae is excluded in the model. This demonstrates that
the chordae tendineae plays an important role in valve opening during diastole
and in valve closing during systole. Without a proper construction of chordae
tendineae may lead to incomplete closure and prolapse of the mitral valve during
systole and high blood velocity through orifice in diastole.
5.3.4 Shape of annulus ring
A comparison of the valve closure configuration (colored by deformation) between
the mitral valve model with elliptical annulus orifice, which is used in simulations
in chapter 4, and the improved mitral valve model with saddle shaped annulus
orifice is shown in Figure 5.12(a) and 5.12(b). It is obvious that with spatial an-
nulus the mitral valve leaflets close better when compared to model with elliptical
annulus. Unrealistic jet flow through the leaflet orifice during valve opening and
big oscillations with slight back flow is also observed in the case with elliptical
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: (a) Mitral valve leaflets prolapse at a systolic pressure of 57 mmHg
when chordae was not included in the model; (b) Flow rates comparison produced
by the mitral valve models with (Green line with square )and without chordae
(Pink line with circle) along with measured flow data (Blue Dashdot )obtained
from phase contrast cine MRI.
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annulus as shown in Figure 5.12. These all illustrate that realistic spatial annu-
lus shape will help valve closure and maintain proper flow pattern during systole,
which prove the importance of capturing the nature geometry of mitral valve in
dynamic simulation.
5.4 Conclusions and future work
In this paper,we use a finite element version of immersed boundary method that
combines a Cartesian grid finite difference method for incompressible fluid dynam-
ics with a nodal finite element method for non-linear elasticity. In conventional
immersed boundary method (Griffith et al. [2009]; Luo et al. [2012]; Ma et al.
[2012]), regularized delta functions are used by the immersed boundary method
both to spread forces generated by the structure directly from the nodes of the
Lagrangian mesh to the Eulerian grid and also to interpolate velocities from the
Eulerian grid directly to the nodes of the Lagrangian mesh. A significant limi-
tation of this approach is that if the physical spacing of the Lagrangian nodes is
too large in comparison to the background Eulerian grid, severe ”leaks” will de-
velop at fluid-structure interfaces. An empirical rule that generally prevents such
leaks is to require the Lagragian mesh to be approximately twice as fine as the
Eulerian grid Peskin [2002]. As high Eulerian resolution is needed to capture the
thin boundary layers characteristic of flows, therefore, following the empirical rule
will result in dense Lagrangian meshes that may generate significant numerical
stiffness in the discretized equations and excessively small timesteps. Moreover,
when an initially ”watertight” structure exhibit large deformations, the structure
mesh may ultimately yields leaks as the simulation progresses.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Mitral valve model with elliptical annulus at time=0.3 s; this
model is used in simulations in chapter 4 as shown in Figure 4.3; (b) Improved
mitral valve model with saddle shaped annulus at time=0.3 s (c) Flow rates
comparison produced by the mitral valve model with elliptical annulus and with
saddle annulus along with measured flow data from phase contrast cine MRI
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One advantage of using the finite element version of immersed boundary method
is to discretize the equations of Lagrangian-Eulerian interaction that overcomes
this long existing limitation. Specifically, rather that spreading forces from and
interpolating velocities to the nodes of the Lagrangian mesh, we instead spread
forces from and interpolating velocities to quadrature points within the interiors
of the Lagrangian finite element mesh. This takes advantage of the additional
geometrical information provide by the finite element description of the structure
which provides information not only on the nodes of the Lagrangian mesh, but
also on the material points within the mesh. Therefore, any mesh that have a
quadrature scheme with sufficiently many quadrature points can prevent leaks
effectively. Numerical examples from Griffith and Luo [2012] demonstrate that
this approach permits the use of Lagrangian meshes that are at least four times as
coarse as the background Eulerian grid without leaks, which enables the analysis
tailored to requirements of the structure rather than restricted by the background
Eulerian mesh. In our simulations, we have twice dense finite element meshes as
compared to the previous work in chapter 4 that used conventional immersed
boundary method, but the largest stable time step is twice as large as the pre-
vious one that allowing for shorter computation time in total. These show that
by adopting finite element spatial discretization the computational efficiency is
significantly improved.
In this study, a hypo-elastic transversely isotropic material model is incorporated
to account for the different constituents and fibre direction in the mitral valve.
An initial validation of the model is provided by comparing the computed opening
and closing configuration and flow rates to clinical measurements from the volun-
teer who provided the anatomical data used to construct the model. Compared
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to our previous study Ma et al. [2012], much smaller oscillations and conver-
gence time are seen in the computed flow rate at the flow decelerating phase.
This shows that the circumferential stiffening by adding collagen fibre into the
mitral valve leaflets can help valve closure. The maximum principal strain and
stress orientation plotted in Figure 5.9 at a systole pressure of 150 mmHg closely
align to the fibre orientation, which shows that the maximum principal stress and
strain under the peak systole pressure are carried by the collagen fibres in the
mitral leaflets. The stress distribution in posterior leaflet are found to be lower
than in the anterior leaflet. This is because the posterior leaflet is smaller and
carry less load. The maximum stress in anterior are observed close to the fibrous
trigones along the annulus and free edges of the leaflets as these areas are located
where the surfaces has the highest curvature. The deformation of leaflet edges is
unstable corresponding to strong correlation with the fluid and thus have higher
stress concentration.
An chordal effect analysis is conducted to compare the mitral valve systolic de-
formations with two cases: one with chordae tendineae in the model, and one
without. Unrealistic hight speed jet flow through the mitral valve orifice when
opening and valve prolapse is observed in the latter case. This demonstrates
that the chordae tendineae also plays an important role in valve opening dur-
ing diastole and in valve closing during systole. Without a proper construction
of chordae tendineae may lead to incomplete closure and prolapse of the mitral
valve during systole and high blood velocity through orifice in diastole. A com-
parison of the deformation and flow rates between the mitral valve model also
shows that patient-specific saddle annulus will help in valve closure and maintain
proper flow through the orifice. It might because the native geometry of human
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body always tends to preserve the minimum loss of efficiency and functions in
optimal, which proves the importance in obtaining patient-specific modelling in
mitral valve analysis.
However, there are several limitations in our model: First, chordae are actually
bundles of collagen fibres with highly fibre reinforcement along the collagen di-
rection in systole. In our model, we assume chordae as an isotropic Neo-Hookean
material having stiffer material properties in systole and softer material properties
in diastole. This need to be improved by adding fibre direction and anisotropicity
to chordae tendinae in our future work. Second, in our study, the patient-specific
mitral valve geometries at middle diastole were obtained from MRI scan of a 28
year old male volunteer. However, the material model used for the mitral valve
leaflets was based on biaxial tests on a 61 year old male Wang et al. [2012]. As
the stiffness of soft biological tissue increases with age, this may explain the ex-
cessively large principal stress and strain in the leaflet when we use the rescaled
pressure data that matches with the volunteer in the MRI images. Ideally, ma-
terial properties of the same patient should be determined inversely from cardiac
images Liu et al. [2009b], but this method may be difficult in obtaining enough
spatial resolutions for strain measurement on such small structure as mitral valve.
In present, the model data should be tuned inversely somehow to match the pres-
sure state of the patient in the images. Third, although more realistic pressure
boundary conditions are implemented in the present simulations, these boundary
conditions do not include any feedback mechanisms that are able to adjust the
flow and pressure resulting from compliances of left ventricle and left atrium.
We believe that the lack of realistic compliance in the loading conditions is the
principal reason for the oscillations seen after t = 0.5 s in our simulations. Future
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work on incorporating heart ventricle is clearly required. As we simulate valve
dynamic in a tube rather than in left ventricle, the annular ring in our model
was assumed to be fixed in space, whereas in case of a native valve, it is de-
formable and moving upward and downward in diastole and systole. The study
of the movement of annulus ring should also be included in as we incorporate left
ventricle in our model. One also need to be pointed out is the discontinuities in
stress map. We have refined the structure mesh by twice but such discontinuities
still occur, which shows that the discontinuity might be introduced by the fluid
grid. However, in our model the Cartesian fluid mesh can’t be refined further
at the moment due to numerical instabilities and computational efficiency. This
also need to be improved in future.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
From chapter 3 to chapter 5 we focus on constructing mitral valve fluid-structure
interaction models with immersed boundary method, in which the blood is de-
scribed as a viscous incompressible fluid, and the mitral valve and its substruc-
tures are described as elastic or hypo-elastic solid structures.
In chapter 3, we first model the dynamics of a prosthetic mitral valve using a
staggered-grid version Griffith [2012a,b]; Griffith et al. [2009] of a formally second-
order accurate immersed boundary method Griffith [2005]; Lai and Peskin [2000]
under a realistic pressure loading during a cardiac cycle. In this work, we demon-
strate that when bending rigidity are both included in the mitral leaflets and
chordae, the computational flow rate has better agreements with experimental
measurements with less oscillations during valve closure. These findings highlight
the importance of accounting for the bending stiffness in the dynamic simulation
of the mitral valve prosthesis.
As the final goal of the research in mitral valve prosthesis is to provide better
treatment for patients, we then carry out the patient-specific mitral valve dy-
namical modelling under physiological left-atrium-ventricle pressure loading in
chapter 4. A Matlab based GUI interface package is developed to capture the
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physical information of human mitral valve and to construct mitral valve geome-
try model from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. An initial validation of
the model is provided by comparing the computed opening shape and flow rates
to clinical measurements from phase contrast MRI of the volunteer. The convex
(with respect to the left ventricle) shape near annulus and concave shape near
free edge of valve are observed in our simulation during diastole and systole when
assigning physiological thickness McDonald et al. [2002] to the anterior leaflet
and posterior leaflet, which match perfectly with clinical observations Karlsson
et al. [1998]; Kvitting et al. [2010]; Ryan et al. [2008]. These results suggest that
differences in the thickness of the leaflets play an important role in maintaining
the physiological curvature of the mitral valve Ma et al. [2012], which bring out
a question that is the relatively simple isotropic material fibre model sufficient
to describe the mitral valve leaflets as the real valve is anisotropic, with collagen
fibres distributed along the circumferential direction.
To better model this non-linear mechanical behaviour of the mitral valve leaflets,
we then simulate the mitral valve model under a physiological pressure loading
with a finite element version of the immersed boundary method that is able to
incorporate experimentally oriented constitutive laws for elasticity models Griffith
and Luo [2012] in chapter 5. In this chapter we also improve the patient-specific
mitral valve model by incorporating realistic saddle shaped annulus ring rather
than ellipitical annulus orifice. A hypo-elastic transversely isotropic material
constitutive law is constructed for characterizing the mechanical behaviour of
the mitral valve tissue based on recent biaxial tests on healthy human leaflets
by Wang et al. [2012]. Simulation results exhibit better agreement and more
reduced oscillations in flow rate with phase contrast MRI measurements compared
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to previous simulations Ma et al. [2012] and show that the maximum principal
stress and strain is carried by the collagen fibres in the mitral leaflets in deep
systole. Effect of chordae and shape of annulus are also discussed in chapter 5,
emphasizing the importance of patient-specific geometry for dynamic modelling.
These results show that the methodology in this study could generate a patient-
specific finite element mitral valve model with transversely isotropic material
constitutive model that closely replicate the in vivo mitral valve dynamic motion
during diastole and systole, which might bring insight of the treatment of the
patient valvular heart diseases.
As far as I know, this is the first patient-specific fluid-structure interaction mitral
valve model that be able to capture and replicate the in vivo mitral valve dynam-
ics during a cardiac cycle. However, to make the mitral valve modelling be more
accurate and clinical useful, there are still a lot of future work need to be done:
First, there still exists some degree of discrepancy between the computed and the
measured flow rate, particularly at the flow decelerating phase - much greater
oscillations are seen in the computed flow rate compared to the measured one.
We comment that this is primarily due to the lack of realistic compliance in the
loading condition when we research on the dynamic motions of mitral valve in a
tube. By incorporating heart ventricle such oscillations might be greatly reduced.
This can also solve another problem that when we simulate valve dynamic in a
tube rather than in left ventricle, the annular ring in our model was assumed to
be fixed in space, whereas in case of a native valve, it is deformable and moving
upward and downward in diastole and systole. The study of the movement of an-
nulus ring should also be included in as we incorporate left ventricle in our model.
Second, in our study, we prove the importance of incorporating the anisotropic
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material properties in our mitral valve model. However, the material model used
for the mitral valve leaflets was based on biaxial tests on a 61 year old male Wang
et al. [2012] whereas the patient-specific mitral valve geometries at middle dias-
tole were obtained from MRI scan of a 28 year old male volunteer. As the stiffness
of soft biological tissue increases with age, this may explain the excessively large
principal stress and strain in the leaflet when we use the rescaled pressure data
that matches with the volunteer in the MRI images. Ideally in future, material
properties of the same patient should be determined inversely from cardiac images
Liu et al. [2009b]. This method may be restricted in obtaining enough spatial
resolutions for strain measurement on such small structure as mitral valve, but
following the rapid development of clinical imaging methodologies such future is
not that far. Third, as we initial this research for better treatment of the pa-
tient heart valve disease, we also need to establish analysis not only on healthy
people but patients who suffer from valvular diseases. In fact, the framework of
mitral valve dynanic modelling we established in this thesis can also be applied
to patient study. Furthermore, the numerical scheme should still be improved for
reduced computational time. As from clinical point of view, quick diagnose and
high computational efficiency is always of great importance.
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Appendix A:
A MATLAB based GUI for
patient-specific MV modelling
A.1 Design considerations
The present work consists of a graphic user interface (GUI) implementation based
on MATLAB able to integrate physical information from in vivo real time cardiac
magnetic resonance imaging data for patient-specific mitral valve (MV) finite el-
ement mesh construction. The mitral valve FE meshes were then used in chapter
4 and chapter 5 to simulate the mitral valve dynamics in a whole cardiac cycle
using immersed boundary method. This patient-specific mitral valve model cap-
tured the real anterior and posterior leaflet geometry that was observed clinically
to be convex (with respect to the LV) near the annulus, and concave close to
the free edges in the septilateral direction Karlsson et al. [1998]; Kvitting et al.
[2010]; Ryan et al. [2008] and saddle shape spatial annulus geometry. Specifically,
we also obtained the positions of papillary muscle attachment points from high
resolution MRI.
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Figure A.1.1: (Left) The design diagram of the GUI interface for patient-specific
MV modelling: Image preparation, MV segmentation and MV assembly are the
three main blocks in the code (Right) The GUI interface for patient-specific MV
modelling which can capture the geometry of anterior, posterior leaflets, the spa-
tial annulus and the papillary attachment points
The main process of the GUI interface consists of three main blocks, shown in
Figure.A.1.1: Image preparation, MV segmentation and MV assembly.
A.2 Image preparation
A cine MR scan was performed on a healthy 28-year-old male volunteer using
a 3-Tesla MRI system (Verio, Siemens, Germany). Twelve planes including the
left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) were used for MV reconstruction to cover
the entire mitral valve, as shown in Figure A.2.1, indicated by the green lines
superimposed on the two-chamber view. The parameters for the MV MRI scan
were: slice thickness: 3 mm with 0 mm gap; matrix size: 432 × 572; pixel size:
0.7 × 0.7 mm2; frame rate: 25 per second. The MV was reconstructed at the
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Figure A.2.1: Magnetic resonance images of the mitral valve. (a) Illustration of
the image coordinate defining the valve position; (b) Illustration of the image
plane positioned to cover the whole valve (top view from left atrium along long
axis); (b)Illustration of the image plane positioned to cover the whole valve (4
chamber view );(d) Left ventricle outflow tract of the mitral valve MR image
showing the anterior and posterior leaflets
middle of diastole when the MV was fully opened.
During the Data preparation, the image data information are set and loaded
by setting the directory path containing patient MR image files, providing the
image sequence number that we can identify the mitral valve position, identifying
the series time that we select to construct mitral valve geometry, and providing
information of the short axis image for identifying papillary muscle attachment
points.
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Figure A.2.2: Data preparation–set the directory path containing MR image files
of patient, provide the image information that we can identify the mitral valve
position, set the series time that we select to construct mitral valve geometry,
and provide information of the image for identifying papillary muscle attachment
points 114
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• Load: Left click ”Load” at the up-left corner of the GUI surface to start
the data preparation, see Figure.A.2.2 Step(1);
• Set Directory: Select ”Set Directory” for setting the path and providing
MRI image information: ”Enter Dicom Image Directory” for MR images
used for mitral valve geometry construction; ”Enter Results Directory” for
directory that restore the final geometry files; ”Enter Image Protocol Name
for LVOT” for dicom protocol name for Left ventricle outflow track view
showing leaflets detail; ”Enter Image Protocol Name for SA” for dicom
protocol name for short axis view showing papillary muscle attachment
points postion; see Figure.A.2.2 Step(2);
• Image Sequence: Select ”Image Sequence” for setting image data informa-
tion: ”Enter Total LVOT slice Location” to set the total LVOT slice number
that cover the whole mitral valve, in our case it’s 13 slices; ”Enter Total
Time Instance” for the image frame number that cover the whole heart
cycle in one MRI scan, in our case it’s 25 frames; ”Enter Selected Time In-
stance” for the time when we construct mitral valve geometry. We build up
our mitral valve geometry from mid-diastole when the valve is fully open,
and select 20, see Figure.A.2.2 Step(3);
• Time Series for LVOT: Select ”Enter Series for LVOT” to enter the series
time for each LVOT slices. Each series time corresponds to a LVOT slice
position. There are 13 in total, see Figure.A.2.2 Step(4);
• Time Series for SA: Select ”Time Series for SA” to identify the short axis
image information that we use to get papillary muscle attachment points,
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Step(7) Step(8)
Figure A.3.1: Step(7) Data preparation finished: A pop up dialogue showing
”Successfully loaded Dicom Images!” will occur if data loading is finished. Step(8)
Left click the MV segmentation area at up left of the GUI interface will show the
number of total LVOT slice, total time instance and selected time instance for
geometry construction.
see Figure.A.2.2 Step(5);
• Load Images: Select ”Load Images” and wait until data loading be finished,
see Figure.A.2.2 Step(6);
A.3 MV segmentation
The objective of the MV segmentation is the geometrical identification of the
mitral sub-structures, including the annulus, the papillary muscle attachment
points, the anterior and posterior leaflets. The GUI interface allow us to manually
partitioned the anterior and posterior leaflet position slice-by-slice in a set of
nodes in ”MV Segmentation” and examine and modify specified segmentation in
”Segmentation Adjustment” section.
• Manual all Slices: Select ”Manual all Slice”, the LVOT view of mitral valve
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Figure A.3.2: Select ”Manual all Slices”: Step(9) Crop select an area including
anterior leaflet and posterior leaflet in LVOT view; Step(10) Select the anterior
and posterior landmarks from annulus position to leaflet free edge; Step(11) The
selected anterior landmarks will shown in blue and selected posterior landmarks
will shown in red.
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Step(12)




Figure A.3.4: Step(13) Specify the slice location number to examine and modify
the segmentation for specified LVOT slice ; Step(14) Examine and modify the
selected segmentation.
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Step(15)
Step(16)
Figure A.3.5: Select ”PA selection”: Step(15) Crop select the area including
left ventricle and double-click it to enlarge; Step(16) Select the papillary muscle
attachment points (in green square) by left-click the mouse;
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will appear. Use mouse to crop select an area including anterior leaflet and
posterior leaflet as shown in Figure.A.3.2 Step(9). Double-click the centre
of cropped area, the enlarged selected area will show and we can process
with leaflet segmentation as shown in Figure.A.3.2 Step(10). Select the
anterior landmarks from annulus position to leaflet free edge by left-click
the mouse, and right-click the mouse to switch to posterior selection from
posterior annulus to posterior leaflet tip. Then right-click the mouse to
finish landmarks selection. The selected anterior landmarks will shown in
blue and selected posterior landmarks will shown in red, see Figure.A.3.2
Step(11). Repeat above steps until all the anterior and posterior leaflet
landmarks covering the whole mitral valve are selected, and a pop up dia-
logue showing segmentation completed, see Figure.A.3.3 Step(12).
• Specify Slice Location: Input the slice location number to examine and mod-
ify the segmentation for specified LVOT slice, see Figure.A.3.4 Step(13).
• Manual one Slice: The selected LVOT slice will show on the screen. Use
mouse to crop select an area including anterior leaflet and posterior leaflet
and double-click it. Then the previous segmentation will show with enlarged
cropped area. If we want to modify it, then repeat Step(11). A save message
dialog will appear to ask if you want to save the new segmentation, if choose
”No” the new segmentation will not be saved, see Figure.A.3.4 Step(14).
• PA Attachment Points: Select ”PA Selection” for identifying papillary mus-
cle attachment points from short axis view which bisecting the left ventricle.
Crop select the area including left ventricle and double-click it to enlarge
(see Figure.A.3.5 Step(15)),and select the two papillary muscle attachment
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Step(17)
Figure A.3.6: Step(17) Identify the thickness for anterior leaflets and posterior
leaflets. Herein we use 1 mm for both mitral leaflets.
points (see Figure.A.3.5 Step(16)) by mouse. The selected papillary muscle
attachment points will shown in green square.
• Valve Thickness: Input the valve thickness for anterior and posterior leaflets;
Herein we assume that both leaflets have identical thickness that is equal
to 1 mm.
A.4 MV assembly
Finally, the mitral valve geometry is reconstructed and visualized in ”Show Re-
sults”. Annulus profile is reconstructed in all frames by interpolating the points
detected on the leaflets-left ventricle wall boundary. Papillary muscle attachment
points are identified as two single points, and their position are from short axis
view bisecting left ventricle. Leaflets geometry are identified by spline the se-
lected nodes from MV segmentation. Users can modify the leaflet thickness and
visualize it by ticking ”Show with Thickness”.
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• Show All: Tick ”Show with Thickness” and select ”Show All” , the ante-
rior (in blue) , posterior leaflets (in red) with thickness identified in each
LVOT slice and two papillary muscle attachment points will assembled and
show by physical position, see Figure.A.4.1 Step(18). Un-tick ”Show with
Thickness” and select ”Show All”, the anterior (in blue), posterior (in red)
and two papillary muscle attachment points will show together without
thickness, see Figure.A.4.1 Step(19).
• Show One Slice: Tick ”Show with Thickness” and select ”Show One Slice”,
the anterior (in blue) and posterior leaflets (in red) with thickness in LVOT
slice selected by ”Specify Slice Location” will show with corresponding MR
image, see Figure.A.4.1 Step(20). Un-tick ”Show with Thickness” and select
”Show One Slice”, the anterior (in blue) and posterior (in red) without
thickness will show with corresponding MR image, see Figure.A.4.1 Step(21)
.
• Export Data: Write out the mitral valve geometry data in the format of
SolidWorks macro data file.
A.5 Conclusion
The present work shows the process for patient-specific mitral valve geometry
modelling through a GUI interface implementation developed based on MATLAB.
This implementation also allows to shrink the time consumption for mitral valve
geometry acquisition and potentially permits the access to any non expert user
who don’t have to acquire much knowledge in medical imaging segmentation.
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Figure A.4.1: ”Show Results”: Step(18) shows the anterior (in blue), poste-
rior leaflets (in red) with thickness and two papillary muscle attachment points;
Step(19) shows the anterior, posterior without thickness and two papillary mus-
cle attachment points ; Step(20) shows the anterior and posterior leaflets with
thickness in LVOT slice selected by ”Specify Slice Location” with correspond-
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